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INTRODUCTION

“A creative economy is the fuel of magnificence”
Ralph Waldo Emerson
In this new economy based on innovation and globalization, progressive leaders recognize that
creativity is now driving global competitiveness. Globally, creative industries are estimated to
account for more than 7% of the World’s GDP and the annual growth of the creative industries is
twice that of the service industries and four times that of the manufacturing industries. Thus, those
communities that can develop and sustain an environment in which its creative talent can thrive will
be able to most effectively drive economic development success - both because of job growth in
specific creative industries and because communities with a dynamic, creative soul are attractive to
high-impact employers and talented, skilled employees.
Detroit Renaissance recognizes this new economic paradigm. As part of a broader region-wide
collaboration that is launching a variety of strategies to transform the region’s economy, the
organization has embarked on a focused and comprehensive Creative Economy Initiative. The
goal of the initiative is to define, designate, and develop a formalized creative industries cluster in
the region and ensure that the creative economy is networked to the Greater Detroit community
and is recognized nationally.
Specifically, this initiative is about stimulating economic growth and job creation driven by a
creative community. Thus, a key strategy within the larger initiative is the development of a
Creative Business Attraction Strategy.
PURPOSE OF CREATIVE BUSINESS ATTRACTION STRATEGY
Future prosperity in Detroit will require an actionable strategy of economic diversification that
stresses the development of industries immune to the threats facing the region’s manufacturing
base. Industries within the Creative Cluster offer Greater Detroit an opportunity to advance a policy
of economic development that is at once vibrant, enriching, and sustainable.
Ultimately, the goal of the Creative Business Attraction Strategy is the development of policies and
incentives attractive to those creative firms and individuals specifically targeted for retention,
expansion, and recruitment. While often necessary for the initial development of a vibrant Creative
Cluster, however, incentives alone are rarely sufficient to sustain long-term success. Ultimately,
incentives aimed at ensuring the retention and recruitment of creative industries must be
complimented by additional support mechanisms. Thus, this project will also highlight other
supporting creative initiatives in which the Detroit Renaissance Foundation can potentially provide
a valuable leadership role.
OUR METHODOLOGY
As creative economy research becomes more and more widespread, the term “creative economy”
has taken on different meanings to different communities. In order to refine the definition for the
purposes of this business attraction strategy, AE has identified six primary “creative economy”
sectors that might be appropriate targets for the Greater Detroit region: Advertising and Public
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Relations, Media and Publishing (including Digital Media), Design, Film Production and
Distribution, Music Production and Distribution, and Performing and Visual Arts. The terms “Detroit”
and “Greater Detroit” are used throughout this report and are intended to represent the entire
Detroit metropolitan statistical area as defined by the U.S. Census Bureau, including Lapeer,
Livingston, Macomb, Oakland, St. Clair, and Wayne County.
AngelouEconomics used a variety of sources to collect the quantitative and qualitative information
used in our analysis. Quantitative data was collected from national and state sources, including the
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, the U.S. Census Bureau, Decision Data Resources
(Demographics Now), the National Science Foundation, and numerous previously conducted
studies. AngelouEconomics also gathered qualitative data through one-on-one interviews,
community tours, and sector-based focus groups.
In order to assess Detroit’s true competitive standing, AngelouEconomics provides Detroit
Renaissance with examples of best practice initiatives, incentives, and industry-specific programs
aimed at growing creative sectors in each of our deliverables. We believe that it is vital for
competitive regions to continually assess their position with only the “best of class.”
CREATIVE CLUSTER REGIONAL ASSESSMENT OVERVIEW
This first report, the Creative Cluster Regional Assessment, is a comprehensive examination of
Greater Detroit’s creative industries, and produces a detailed understanding of the relative regional
strength of individual creative industries. It analyzes the relative health of Greater Detroit’s creative
industry sectors, contextualizes the importance of the creative sectors within the overall regional
economy, and identifies dynamics responsible for the creative sectors’ current competitiveness.
It is organized into three sections:
1. Creative Sector Profiles. AngelouEconomics profiles each of six creative industry sectors
with an asset base that can be leveraged to promote further economic growth in the Greater
Detroit Region. The profiles contain an overview of:
 National Industry Trends
 Prioritization and Site Location Criteria
 An analysis of the Detroit region’s economic trends and asset base specific to each
industry
 An overview of benchmark communities who have successfully nurtured the creative
sector
2. Creative Support Analysis. Leading creative centers thrive by attracting creative people and
industries to compliment existing creative assets. The cities that are the most successful at
recruiting creativity do so by providing environments that allow access to new business
opportunities and an abundance of cultural lifestyle amenities. This section compares the
Detroit region’s creative supporting mechanisms with peer communities.
3. Sector Prioritization. Based on the findings of the first two sections, AngelouEconomics
prioritizes primary and secondary targets based on the industry’s overall economic capacity,
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wealth generation ability, multiplier effect, and local asset base. The resulting primary targets
should become the focus of Detroit Renaissance’s attraction efforts.
NEXT STEPS
Based on the primary target industries highlighted in this report, AngelouEconomics will develop
the final two deliverables: the Creative Cluster Incentives Strategy and the Creative Cluster
Prospect Report.
Creative Cluster Incentives Strategy: AngelouEconomics will develop a comprehensive incentive
strategy aimed at promoting the development of creative industries throughout Greater Detroit. The
report will provide three services:




Surveying American and Europe communities that have successfully targeted creative
industries through incentive strategies
Development of incentives that bridge the gap between the needs of local creative
industries and existing support mechanisms
Outlining potential funding sources for each incentive program and ensuring a culture of
collaboration among stakeholders

Creative Cluster Prospect Report: Based on the prioritization of creative industry targets outlined
in the Creative Cluster Regional Assessment, AngelouEconomics will develop a target industry
database containing specific companies within each of the primary target industries. This database
will identify key companies from each primary target industry that Greater Detroit should
aggressively target and recruit.
Staff will present preliminary incentive recommendations in January and will deliver the final reports
by February 15.
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INDUSTRY OVERVIEW
The advertising, public relations, and
marketing industry involves the creation of
campaigns and brands designed to promote
the interests and image of client firms and
their products. Advertising, PR, and marketing
firms provide a full range of services, including
advice, creative services, account
management, production of advertising
material, and media purchasing.
With personal expenditures on consumer
goods representing nearly 70% of America’s
GDP, the advertising and marketing industry
remains an integral component of America’s
economy. According to Advertising Age, the
leading 100 domestic advertisers alone spent
a combined $105 billion in 2006, a 3.1%
increase over the previous year.
The advertising industry is grappling with
serious structural challenges. In particular, the
rise of the Internet and consumer fatigue has led advertising firms to adopt more innovative
methods of communicating their message to consumers. The increasingly cluttered advertising
environment has made it extremely difficult for individual corporations to find receptive audiences
through traditional means of marketing. Advertisers have thus embraced techniques such as
guerrilla marketing and other experience-driven events. Simultaneously, declining television
audiences have forced advertisers to increase expenditures on growing mediums such as the
Internet.
Despite the recent move of both advertisers and audiences towards this new medium, the Internet
represents just 2.6% of advertising expenditures. While the Internet’s share of advertising
expenses continues to soar, direct mail, television, and newspapers continue to capture nearly two
of every three advertising
U.S. AD INDUSTRY
dollars. Ultimately, industry
U.S. EMPLOYMENT & AVERAGE WAGE, 2002 -2011
changes represent a
Employment
Avg. Annual Wage
transition to new methods
Projected
275,000
$100,000
270,767
of message delivery rather
$90,000
265,000
than a direct threat to the
$92K
259,917
$80,000
advertising industry itself.
255,000
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$70,000

NATIONAL GROWTH
TRENDS

245,000
235,000

$50,000
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225,000

$40,000
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Source: BLS, Moody

’s, AE
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characterized by minor employment growth and steadily rising wages. Modest employment
increases and significant wage increases are projected through 2011.
PRIORITIZATION CONSIDERATIONS
While industries such as music and film have become common creative economy targets for
economic developers, advertising has received comparatively little attention. The absence of highly
visible retention and recruiting efforts is particularly striking given the size and geographic
distribution of the advertising industry. In 2006, for example, the advertising industry employed
nearly as many workers as the music and film industries combined. Additionally, while cities such
as New York are home to a disproportionate number of advertising agencies, firms remain much
more widely distributed than in other industries.
Additionally, prevailing wages in the advertising industry remain higher than those of most
industries, including those sectors commonly considered creative. In 2006, the average annual
wage of an employee in advertising reached $77,000—more than 40% above the average wages
found in music and performing arts positions.
LOCATION DECISION CRITERIA
Successful advertising industries rely on the local availability of three primary factors:


Proximity to Advertisers – A single account from a multinational corporation may
represent tens of millions of dollars in potential advertising expenditures. Despite the
recent pronouncements of various economic and political leaders that the world is indeed
flat, companies with multi-million dollar advertising budgets often feel most comfortable
dealing with local agencies. This may be even more important to large corporations that
cannot wholly delegate advertising and marketing responsibilities to a third-party agency.
Such companies often have in-house capabilities for marketing activities such as media
purchasing that are complimented by outside marketing firms. Ensuring efficient
cooperation among the many individuals involved in a company’s advertising and
marketing strategy often demands constant interaction that can be best facilitated through
geographic proximity.



Proximity to Media Outlets – Whether newspapers, television, or magazines, cities with
strong media industries almost invariably feature sizable advertising industries. For
example, New York City is home to three of the five largest media companies in the U.S.
Unsurprisingly, New York City is also home to the largest number of advertising workers in
the U.S. Much like the relationship between ad agencies and their clients, there are
advantages for advertising and marketing firms to locate close to large media companies.



Creative Workforce – The advertising industry relies on tremendously skilled, creative
workers for success. Cities with thriving advertising industries have done so by producing
homegrown graduates in such areas as marketing and public relations while also luring
graduates from outside the region. The presence of a critical mass of available workers
can also be crucial for individual advertising firms. The addition of a single company to an
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advertising agencies client portfolio may demand dozens of additional workers. It is crucial
that such firms can quickly find needed talent from within the community.
GREATER DETROIT
Outside of Chicago and New York, Detroit features the highest advertising employment numbers
among the cities examined for further analysis. While most cities can attribute the existence of local
advertising industries to a variety of factors, Detroit’s success is almost entirely the result of area
automobile manufacturers.
The importance of the region’s automobile manufacturers is difficult to underestimate when
speaking of Detroit’s advertising industry. In 2006, the automotive industry spent nearly $9 billion
on domestic advertising. The automotive industry continues to rank as the largest industrial
consumer of advertising in America. Only the advertising expenditures of the retail sector approach
the size of automobile manufacture advertising expenses. The leading domestic manufacturers,
including General Motors, Ford, and Chrysler, account for more than twice the combined U.S.
advertising budgets of Toyota, Honda, and Nissan.
Proximity to these local companies has resulted in large numbers of related advertising
employment. Just as advertising in New York City has thrived due to the presence of so many
media outlets, advertising in Detroit has been supported by the incredibly large advertising budgets
controlled by local corporations.
Unfortunately for Detroit, advertising is one of many industries negatively impacted by the turbulent
financial health of domestic automobile manufacturers. Domestic automotive manufacturers have
slashed budgets, a reality that is reflected in each company’s advertising portfolio. In 2006, for
example, General Motors decreased advertising expenditures by 20%, eliminating over $800
million from their ad budgets. If these trends continue, Detroit’s local advertising industry will be
increasingly threatened. Area agencies might find themselves in particularly precarious positions
due to their independence. While many of the advertising houses in New York and other cities are
part of larger conglomerates, Detroit features many standalone agencies. As a result, their fortunes
are more intertwined with the success of the Detroit economy.
CURRENT ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
The local advertising industry has recently
suffered a steady erosion of employment in
Detroit. Over the past five years, Detroit’s
advertising industry has shed more than
800 jobs—nearly 10% of the area’s
workforce. These trends reflect the larger
challenges facing the metropolitan area’s
automobile manufacturing base. Despite
declines in employment, the annual wages
of individuals working in Detroit’s
advertising industry continue to grow. From
an average of $61,000 in 2002, wages in

DETROIT - AD INDUSTRY
DETROIT EMPLOYMENT & AVERAGE WAGE, 2002 -2006
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the area have jumped to $67,000 among Detroit’s advertising workforce.
As the recent declines in the local advertising industry suggest, Detroit’s advertising industry is
currently facing several significant challenges.


Financial Health of Area Advertisers – Although the financial woes of the Big Three U.S.
automakers have been widely documented, less attention has been paid to the negative
externalities produced by the shrinking market share of General Motors, Ford, and
Chrysler. In 2006, each company reduced its total advertising budget for the U.S.
Together, the combined U.S. advertising expenditures of the leading domestic auto
manufacturers declined by more than $1 billion in 2006. Barring a sudden reversal of
fortunes, Detroit’s local advertising agencies must look outside of the automobile industry
for future revenue growth opportunities.



Lack of Local Skill Retention –
Detroit academic institutions award a
relatively healthy number of
advertising and related degrees each
year. Although Detroit trails
Chicago, Dallas, and New York City
on a proportional basis, the city does
outperform San Francisco. For
Detroit to truly benefit from the
presence of local advertising
graduates, however, the city must
become more successful in retaining
talented individuals.

LOCAL KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTION
ANNUAL NUMER OF ADVERTISING GRADUATES PER 100,000
RESIDENTS
20
14.0
15 10.9
11.7
12.0
7.3

10
5
0
DETROIT

CHICAGO

DALLAS NEW YORK
CITY

SAN
FRANCISCO

Source: AE, U.S. Department of Education

ECONOMIC IMPACT
In addition to the relatively
AD INDUSTRY ECONOMIC IMPACT
large size of the industry in
EMPLOYMENT
ECONOMIC OUTPUT
Detroit among all other
creative sectors, advertising
$486,525,505
features impressive indirect
3,919
benefits as well. The
7,762
$521,970,151
advertising industry in Detroit
$1,238,634,873
directly employs more than
4,458
7,500 people. Through
indirect and induced
employment, more than
TOTAL EMPLOYMENT – 16,140
TOTAL ECONOMIC OUTPUT - $2,247,162,808
8,000 additional jobs in
DIRECT
INDIRECT
INDUCED
Detroit can be attributed to
Source: BLS, IMPLAN, AE
the advertising industry. In
total, Detroit’s advertising industry represents more than 16,000 jobs.
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The economic output of the advertising industry in Detroit is similarly impressive. The direct output
of local advertising firms exceeds $1.2 billion. Indirect and induced economic output related to
Detroit’s advertising industry totals an additional $1 billion annually. The combined economic
output of the advertising industry in Detroit exceeds the combined impact of music, film, and
performing and visual arts by a factor of three.
BENCHMARK CITIES
For comparison purposes, AE examined
AD INDUSTRY LOCAL PRESENCE
the local advertising industries of four
ADVERTISING EMPLOYMENT FOR EVERY 10,000
WORKERS, 2006
benchmark metropolitan areas: Chicago,
100
Dallas, New York City, and San
80.9
Francisco. New York and Chicago enjoy
75
historically established advertising
clusters; together, the two cities account
46.0
44.6
50
43.3
for over a quarter of all U.S. employment
29.7
in advertising. While the number of people
23.7
25
employed in advertising is much smaller
in Dallas and San Francisco, both cities
0
have developed successful advertising
DET ROIT
CHICAGO
DALLAS
and marketing industries. Each city
NYC
SAN F RANCISCO
U.S.
demonstrates different lessons regarding
Source: BLS, AE
those civic dynamics that positively
contributed to thriving local advertising environments.
CHICAGO
Chicago owes much of its historical
strength in advertising to a local
constituency involving the media, retail
establishments, and one of the world’s
most influential marketers.

CHICAGO - AD INDUSTRY
CHICAGO EMPLOYMENT & AVERAGE WAGE, 2002 -2006
Employment

20,000
15,000

16,860

Avg. Annual Wage

16,951

$80,000
$75,000

Perhaps most importantly, Chicago is
home to the Tribune Company. Beginning
10,000
$70,000
$70K
in 1847 with a single local newspaper, the
5,000
$65,000
Tribune Company eventually grew into a
$64K
media conglomerate encompassing
0
$60,000
television, radio, and sports franchises.
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
Today Tribune Company media reach
Source: BLS, AE
more than 80% of all U.S. households.
Additionally, Chicago has long benefited from the presence of Marshall Fields and Sears. From its
flagship store in downtown Chicago, Marshall Fields ultimately became one of the nation’s leading
department store chains. Advertising was a crucial component of Marshall Fields and Sears early
successes. Finally, the success of advertising legend Leo Burnett solidified Chicago’s status as a
significant player in the industry. Founded in 1935, Leo Burnett Worldwide experienced explosive
growth largely due to the early realization of the company’s principal that the visual image was the
9
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most powerful means of reaching consumers. Increased availability of television allowed Leo
Burnett to create and market such powerful corporate icons as Tony the Tiger and the Marlboro
Man. Leo Burnett Worldwide remains one of the largest advertising agencies in the world with
annual revenues in excess of $900 million. Today, Chicago continues to maintain a locally strong
advertising industry.
DALLAS
Although not typically associated with
advertising, Dallas has developed a
relatively strong local industry through the
combined presence of many different local
firms with national advertising needs.

DALLAS - AD INDUSTRY
DALLAS EMPLOYMENT & AVERAGE WAGE, 2002
Employment

8,000

-2006

Avg. Annual Wage

7,693

$80,000

7,261

$75,000

6,000

In many regards, the advertising industry in
$70,000
4,000
$72K
Dallas is a bellwether of the larger regional
economy; the national success of
$65,000
2,000
$67K
companies headquartered in Dallas has
translated into success for the local
$60,000
0
advertising industry. Although a similar
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
phenomenon is evident in areas such as
Source: BLS, AE
Detroit, Dallas is notable for the diversity of
its local advertising base. In the retail sector—the second largest category of national advertising
expenditures—Dallas features J.C. Penny, Neiman Marcus, and Blockbuster Video. Kimberly Clark
represents the importance of another dominant industry for advertisers, personal care. Dallas is
also the home of more casual dining corporations than perhaps any other city in America.
Restaurant chains based in Dallas include Chili’s, Pizza Hut, T.G.I. Fridays, La Madeline, Corner
Bakery, and Bennigan’s. The fortunes of these companies and other Dallas-based firms are crucial
to the success of the region’s advertising industry.
NEW YORK CITY
New York City is without parallel in the
sheer size of its advertising industry. Over
20% of all advertising jobs in America are
located in New York City. The incredible
strength of the metropolitan area’s
advertising industry is largely due to the
massive presence of multinational media
firms. Three of the five largest media
companies ranked by net media revenues
are headquartered in New York City—
Time Warner, Viacom, and NBC Universal.
Other important media companies within
the city include News Corporation, the
Hearst Corporation, Sony, and The New

NEW YORK CITY - AD INDUSTRY
NEW YORK CITY EMPLOYMENT & AVERAGE WAGE, 2002
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York Times. In short, it is virtually impossible to reach consumers without going through a media
company based in New York City.
New York City has also benefited from consolidation trends in the advertising industry. Over the
past two decades, traditional clients of advertising firms and media companies have both grown in
complexity. Not only do these companies often run businesses in entirely separate industries, but
their operations also span the globe. In response, advertising firms have strived to become onestop shops that can offer a multitude of marketing services throughout the world. Two decades of
mergers and acquisitions have produced four advertising conglomerates that control more than half
of all the industry’s revenues. Two of these firms, the Omnicom Group and the Interpublic Group of
Companies, are based in New York. Of the two remaining companies in advertising’s “Big Four,”
one is headquartered in London, and the other is headquartered in Paris. Managing such a large
collection of agencies requires the four advertising conglomerates to remain in those cities with
strong transportation connections to the outside world. As few cities offer as a many flight
connections to foreign destinations than New York City, London, and Paris, advertising will likely
remain disproportionately concentrated in these three locales.
SAN FRANCISCO
San Francisco’s strong advertising industry
SAN FRANCISCO - AD INDUSTRY
SAN FRANCISCO EMPLOYMENT & AVERAGE WAGE, 2002 -2006
is the product of established retail and
financial services sectors. Additionally,
Employment
Avg. Annual Wage
emerging online advertising and marketing
$95,000
8,000
7,442
6,868
firms hold great promise for the city’s
advertising industry. Traditionally,
$92K
$90,000
6,000
however, the city’s advertising industry has
$85,000
4,000
relied on a host of local firms to fuel
revenue growth. Companies such as Gap,
$83K
$80,000
2,000
Old Navy, Banana Republic, Levis, and
Williams-Sonoma helped fuel retail
$75,000
0
oriented advertising expenditures.
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
Financial service providers such as
Source: BLS, AE
Charles Schwab, Esurance, Wells Fargo,
and VISA supported additional advertising expenditures in the personal finance sector.
Despite the past successes of industries that drive advertising revenues, the San Francisco region
is quickly becoming home to an increasing number of nontraditional media companies. Although
search engines are not typically thought of as advertising firms, the fundamental business model is
not significantly different from traditional media firms such as television networks. Companies such
as Google, for example, derive nearly 99% of their revenue from the placement of ads. While not in
San Francisco proper, area companies include four of the top five most commonly visited search
engines sites in America—Google, Yahoo, Google Images, and Ask.com. While New York City
may be home to the largest and most established media and advertising companies in the country,
San Francisco may ultimately prove to be a media hub of the future.
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INDUSTRY OVERVIEW
The design industry includes the planning and
drafting of buildings, structures, environments,
interior spaces, consumer products such as
fashion apparel, and visual communication.
Among those creative fields examined in this
report, design is the least homogenous
industry. Broadly speaking, the design
discipline can be divided into two sectors—
architecture and specialized design services.
Regardless of the specific sector, design firms
typically serve as functional and aesthetic
support systems for other companies. The
design field is thus integrated with a broad
array of industries, including manufacturing,
construction, and advertising. The demand for
design services continues to grow as
corporations increasingly recognize the
growing importance of design in product sales.
Although the decline of the dollar has given many U.S. companies a temporary advantage in their
global operations, there remains a growing awareness that American firms cannot readily compete
with foreign competitors on price alone. Instead, domestic companies must provide additional
product value through user interactions that promote simplicity and elegance.
NATIONAL GROWTH TRENDS
U.S. DESIGN INDUSTRY
The design industry is the
U.S. EMPLOYMENT & AVERAGE WAGE, 2002 -2011
second largest creative
Employment
Avg. Annual Wage
industry examined in this
Projected
450,000
437,876 $80,000
report; nearly 400,000
Americans work in one of
400,000
$70,000
the many fields classified as
359,299
$71K
350,000
design. Approximately two$60,000
thirds of the design field
300,000
$61K
involves architecture$50,000
250,000
related employment.
$49K
Buoyed by the strong
200,000
$40,000
construction market of the
2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011
past few years, the field has
Source: BLS, Moody ’s, AE
enjoyed employment gains
for four straight years. Wages have also marched up steadily during this period. In 2006, annual
wages for architectural related employees reached $63,000

Specialized design services, which represent the remaining third of domestic design employment,
have also benefited from strong growth recently. After a period of flat employment, specialized
12
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design services have grown by more than 13% in the past two years. Wage increases have been
similarly healthy, rising from $44,000 in 2002 to $52,000 in 2006.
The entire design industry is projected to experience continued employment and wage growth
through 2011.
PRIORITIZATION CONSIDERATIONS
Design has benefited in recent years from an increased awareness of its economic importance. In
addition to its “cool” status, the design industry is unparalleled in its ability to contribute to the
vibrancy of a city through such diverse means. Economically, for example, architecture and related
fields have suffered employment declines. Still, stunning architecture and enlightened urban
planning can greatly improve a city’s quality of life. While the physical footprint of specialized
design fields remains more personal, the sector is expected to experience significant future growth.
As design is increasingly incorporated in other fields, the benefits of a thriving local design
community increasingly extend beyond the industry itself.
LOCATION DECISION CRITERIA
Strong local design industries are heavily influenced by the following factors:


Strong Non-residential Construction Growth – As architecture is the single largest
employment sector in design, metropolitan, regional, and international growth is crucial to
the success of the industry. Architecture primarily relies on non-residential construction to
fuel revenue growth. While local non-residential growth can support a significant level of
architectural employment, international connections are also increasingly important. The
level of current infrastructure investment in foreign markets exceeds domestic spending,
creating opportunities for U.S. architecture firms in such places as China and the Middle
East.



Multidisciplinary Talent Base – Design involves a heterogeneous mix of industry sectors,
including architecture, urban planning, graphic design, and industrial design. While many
of the leading universities in the U.S. are creating multidisciplinary programs that
incorporate characteristics shared by all disciplines, each industry sector requires
specialized training. Architecture and urban planning students, for example, typically
graduate from universities with broad instructional missions. Graphic and industrial
designers are more likely to study at specialized art institutions. Cities with successful
design industries must produce and retain design students locally or recruit skilled design
workers from outside the region.



Corporate Customer Base – Corporate customers represent the primary client portfolio of
design companies. Whether a project involves the design of a new building or the layout of
an annual report, design services are typically a business-to-business transaction. As a
result, the design industry mirrors the advertising industry in its reliance on the health of
outside firms. Important auxiliary industries include many of the creative sectors examined
in this report, such as advertising and media. Other potentially important industries include
manufacturers of various consumer products such as automobiles.
13
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GREATER DETROIT
Detroit’s greatest historical asset in the area of design remains the presence of local automobile
manufacturers. U.S. carmakers pioneered the use of model year design changes to fuel further
growth of the domestic market. Today, annual updates to automobile design remain an integral
component of automobile marketing. As home to the three domestic automobile manufacturers,
Detroit has long produced world-class industrial design talent. Schools such as the College for
Creative Studies and the Lawrence Technological University continue to provide the area with
students skilled in automobile design.
CURRENT ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
Design employs the third greatest number
of Detroit workers among all the creative
sectors examined. Unfortunately,
employment in Detroit’s design industry
has declined for five consecutive years.
Individual sectors within Detroit’s design
industry, however, have performed very
differently. Since 2002, employment of
architects, landscape architects, and
draftsmen has contracted by more than
27%. During this same period, specialized
design employment has increased by
more than 20%. Wages in both sectors
have increased at a healthy rate in the
past five years.

DETROIT - DESIGN INDUSTRY
DETROIT EMPLOYMENT & AVERAGE WAGE, 2002
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Despite local industry declines, Detroit features several important design assets.


Design is one creative sector in
LOCAL KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTION
which Detroit produces a
ANNUAL NUMBER OF MEDIA GRADUATES PER 100,000 RESIDENTS
tremendous number of educated
25
22.2
21.9
20.7
individuals. The College For
20
Creative Studies remains one of
14.5
the premier schools in the world
15
for automobile design. The College
12.1
also offers degrees in graphic
10
communication. The Cranbrook
5
Academy of Art offers leading
graduate programs in industrial
0
SAN
PHILADELPHIA PORTLAND
DETROIT
CHICAGO
design, architecture, and graphic
FRANCISCO
communication. Lawrence
Source: AE, U.S. Department of Education
Technological University offers
degrees in architecture and illustration. Although the University of Michigan is not located
in Detroit, the school remains an important regional asset. University of Michigan’s
14
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Integrated Product Development (IPD) program is a cross-disciplinary course jointly
sponsored by the Stephen M. Ross School of Business, the College of Engineering, and
the School of Art & Design. Students from each discipline are assigned a product category
and tasked with conducting market research and planning the design and manufacturing of
their proposed product. The University of Michigan also produces a significant number of
architecture and urban planning students.


Existing Architecture Firms - Detroit is home to the SmithGroup, the country's oldest
architecture and engineering firm. Founded in 1853, the SmithGroup has become one of
the largest architecture firms in America. In 2006, Building Design+Construction ranked the
SmithGroup as the seventh largest architecture and engineering firm in American based
on revenue. Other notable architecture firms in Detroit include Albert Kahn Associates and
Hamilton Anderson Associates.



Growing Awareness of Detroit’s Design Industry – Although Detroit does not have an
annual citywide design event, organizations such as the Professional Association for
Design host monthly lectures and showcase events that highlight the work of area
designers. Other organizations such as Museum of Contemporary Art Detroit (MOCAD),
whose current exhibition is Words Fail Me¸ highlights potential synergistic opportunities for
Detroit’s arts and design communities.

ECONOMIC IMPACT
Design in Detroit is
responsible for moderate
economic impacts throughout
the region. Detroit’s design
industry directly employs
5,528 workers. The additional
employment attributable to
design through indirect and
induced impacts equals
6,563. Either directly or
indirectly, the design industry
is responsible for the
employment of 12,086 Detroit
residents.

DESIGN INDUSTRY ECONOMIC IMPACT
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The direct economic output of Detroit’s design industry is nearly $1 billion. Indirect and induced
output contributes an additional $800 million to Detroit’s economy. At approximately $1.8 billion,
the total economic output of Detroit’s design industry is smaller than the total output of the
advertising and media industries. Design’s economic output throughout the Detroit metropolitan
area, however, remains more than twice as large as the combined impacts of the film, music, and
performing and visual arts industries.
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BENCHMARK CITIES
The cities in the benchmark analysis include
Chicago, Philadelphia, Portland, and San
Francisco. The proportional share of design
employment was lower in Detroit than in any
other examined city. Detroit was also the
only city that features fewer design workers
per capita than the national average. The
comparative weakness of Detroit is primarily
the result of a relative dearth of architecture
jobs in the metropolitan area. Within the
specialized design sector, Detroit features
greater proportional employment than
Philadelphia and Portland.

DESIGN INDUSTRY LOCAL PRESENCE
DESIGN EMPLOYMENT FOR EVERY 10,000 WORKERS, 2006
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CHICAGO
CHICAGO - DESIGN INDUSTRY
Chicago has a long history of
CHIGAGO EMPLOYMENT & AVERAGE WAGE, 2002 -2006
multidisciplinary design, particularly in the
Employment
Avg. Annual Wage
realm of architecture and urban planning.
19,559
20,000
$65,000
19,354
Daniel Burnham’s Plan of Chicago,
published in 1906, was one of the first
$60,000
attempts to physically plan future growth in
$60K
$55,000
a U.S. city. The document remains one of
15,000
the most influential works in city planning.
$50,000
$51K
Additionally, the city’s leading role in the
$45,000
creation of many of the world’s first
skyscrapers, for example, eventually led to
10,000
$40,000
the designation of the Chicago School of
2002
2003
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2006
Architecture. Chicago continues to
Source: BLS, AE
maintain its stature in architecture and
urban planning today. In 2006, Chicago featured nearly 13,000 architects, landscape architects,
and draftsmen—more than Detroit, Philadelphia, and Portland combined.

In the area of specialized design services, Chicago benefits from the presence of several worldclass academic institutions that blur the lines between the traditional design and other disciplines.
The Illinois Institute of Technology's Institute of Design, for example, offers three separate master’s
level programs in design, as well as a dual degree in design and business administration. The
School of Art and Design at the University of Illinois in Chicago places a similar emphasis on
multidisciplinary design skills, offering company-sponsored design courses that are open to
business and engineering students. Finally, Northwestern University recently announced the
creation of the Master of Design Innovation programs, which allows students to simultaneously
earn a master’s degree in engineering from the McCormick School of Engineering and a Masters in
Business Administration from the Kellogg School of Management.
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PHILADELPHIA
PHILADELPHIA - DESIGN INDUSTRY
Much like Chicago, Philadelphia enjoys a
PHILADELPHIA
EMPLOYMENT & AVERAGE WAGE, 2002 -2006
similarly rich design history. Thanks to the
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Avg. Annual Wage
foresight of William Penn, Philadelphia
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remains one of few cities in America that
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started as a planned settlement. Today,
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9,000
the University of Pennsylvania continues
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this tradition with one of the best City and
8,000
Regional Planning programs in the
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7,000
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country, placing a particular emphasis on
$45,000
6,000
urban design. The University of
Pennsylvania has also recently promoted
5,000
$40,000
the integration of design into other
2002
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2005
2006
traditionally segregated fields. The
Source: BLS, AE
University’s Integrated Product Design
program brings together faculty and students from the university’s business, design, and
engineering schools.

Philadelphia has also undertaken significant efforts to publicly validate the importance of design
within the metropolitan area. Partially sponsored by the City of Philadelphia Department of
Commerce, DesignPhiladelphia is a celebration of the “region’s distinguished design history and its
contemporary significance as a center for advancement in the design disciplines.” The 10-day long
event includes lectures, workshops, and exhibitions that highlight area accomplishments in
architecture, urban planning, and product design.
PORTLAND
In the past five years, Portland’s design
industry has grown by more than onethird, adding more than 1,100 employees.
Gains in architecture have been partially
fueled by strong local non-residential
construction growth while employment
increases in specialized design services
have been supported by a few high-profile
companies such as Nike and Columbia
Sportswear. Perhaps the most striking
feature of Portland’s burgeoning design
sector is the lack of civic attention paid to
the industry. Instead, community and
business leaders have largely focused on
broader quality of life considerations.

PORTLAND - DESIGN INDUSTRY
PORTLANT EMPLOYMENT & AVERAGE WAGE, 2002
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Over the past twenty years, the City of Portland initiated one of the country’s most aggressive
efforts to ensure sustainable population growth. The net result of these efforts has been the
emergence of an urban core widely embraced by the young and educated. Since 2000, the
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Portland metropolitan area has added an additional 200,000 residents to its population. During this
same period, the number of residents age 25 and over with a bachelor’s degree or higher has
increased by over 50,000. By annually luring more than 8,000 college-educated individuals to the
city each year, Portland has been able to meet the workforce needs of design and other business
and professional services industries.
SAN FRANCISCO
Proportionally, San Francisco features the
largest architecture and specialized design
services sectors among benchmark cities.
The level of employment of the city’s
architecture industry is especially
impressive. While San Francisco and
Detroit have nearly identical employment
bases, San Francisco features more than
three times the number of architects,
landscape architects, and draftsmen.
Much of this employment is the result of
just two firms, Gensler and URS, the
second and third largest architecture and
engineering firms in America.

SAN FRANCISCO - DESIGN INDUSTRY
SAN FRANCISCO EMPLOYMENT & AVERAGE WAGE, 2002
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San Francisco also holds tremendous advantages in the production of design talent. In addition to
a large state-charted school, the University of California at Berkeley, the San Francisco
metropolitan area is also home to Fashion Institute of Design & Merchandising and the California
College of the Arts, one of the premier design schools in the world. Each year, approximately 1,000
Design students graduate from San Francisco institutions.
Like Philadelphia, San Francisco also features a city-sponsored design event. In June of each
year, the San Francisco mayor designates one week as a period of increased awareness for the
city’s design industry. The “Design Makes a Difference Week” features lectures and exhibits that
highlight the area’s design strengths.
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INDUSTRY OVERVIEW
The film industry includes the production and
distribution of visual material for entertainment
and marketing purposes. The industry
includes content for a variety of mediums,
including television, theatres, and the Internet.
The film industry today is a multi-billion dollar
industry spanning the entire globe. According
to the Motion Picture Association, in 2006 U.S.
box office revenue reached $9.5 billion.
Worldwide, the film industry enjoyed box office
receipts of over $25 billion.
Despite the rise of the Internet and the
availability of hundreds of channels of
television via cable and satellite, people still
love the physical act of seeing a movie in theatre. Per capita admissions to movie theatres have
actually risen over the past 20 years.
The film industry as a business model has followed the steps of technology, with distinctions
between all types of audio-visual content continuing to fall. Film studios produce many of the
leading shows for television, and the final product ultimately enters a second distribution channel
via DVD sales or the growing online market.
While technological advances will continue to present further challenges to the film and other
related industries, new opportunities for growth remain profound. The rise of digital production
equipment and distribution networks has greatly reduced costs in the film and video industry. As a
result, content is increasingly unrestrained by access to capital and traditional avenues of
distribution. An upstart company can readily access millions of potential consumers via the
Internet, thus creating exciting opportunities for fledgling entrepreneurs.
NATIONAL GROWTH TRENDS
Although 2006 marked
consecutive years of minor
growth, employment in the
domestic film industry has
remained flat for the past
five years. Wages,
however, have risen at a
near constant rate of 3.5%.
Level employment and a
steady increase in wages
are projected through 2011.

U.S. FILM INDUSTRY
U.S. EMPLOYMENT & AVERAGE WAGE, 2002 -2006
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PRIORITIZATION CONSIDERATIONS
Communities throughout the country have increasingly explored film as a potential engine of local
economic growth for three primary reasons. Despite flat employment growth overall, the film
industry is characterized by many high-paying jobs. In 2006, the annual salary of a film industry
worker approached $80,000. In addition to providing local wealth through permanent positions in
the broader industry, feature-length film shoots can potentially inject millions of dollars into an
economy. Capturing these expenditures, and the related tax revenues, can provide significant
economic support to a community. Finally, the film industry is one of many industrial sectors
associated with the “Creative Class.” In an effort to lure young professionals in more traditional
employment areas, communities are aggressively promoting industries that are considered “cool.”
Unfortunately for most communities, the domestic film industry remains overwhelming wedded to
just two cities—Los Angeles and New York City. Together, they are home to two of every three film
jobs in the country. Luring film production from these two locales has largely depended on the
availability of large state tax incentive programs that can dramatically lower the cost of filmmaking.
As a result, states with generous tax benefits for the film industry have realized the largest gains in
film-related employment. Although places such as New Mexico have developed permanent
facilities to support filmmaking within the area, the recent success of many communities in
recruiting film productions may ultimately prove fleeting if other states adopt similarly aggressive
tax incentives. As a result, fostering a sustainable local film industry requires developing locally
based assets in addition to simply offering a competitive tax environment. Finally, it must also be
noted that efforts to foster local film industries through tax incentives alone often produces a
demand for skills that cannot be met by local workers. Skilled workers from cities such as Los
Angeles and New York City are thus brought in on a temporary basis for individual film productions.
While such a situation can still benefit a community through film production expenditures into the
local economy, it may not produce significant local
employment opportunities.
LOCATION DECISION CRITERIA
Thriving local film industries succeed through the
provision of the following factors:


Film Production Facilities – Much of the work
of producing a movie occurs on closed sets and
in post-production facilities. For the film industry
to maintain a continued presence within a
community, there must be ready access to
modern sound studios and the latest digital
editing and effects capabilities.



Dynamic and Diverse Workforce – Film and
video production requires a broad array of
workers with discrete skill sets. Film shoots often
require large groups of skilled trade workers for
minor production and construction positions.
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Other jobs in the film industry, such as editors and cinematographers, require highly
skilled, college-educated individuals. There is also a need for individuals technically
proficient in mid-level roles as production assistants.
To meet the film and video industry’s labor requirements, formal and informal workforce
educational opportunities must exist within a community. Many positions in film production
require skills that are often gained through an informal apprenticeship system. Entry-level
workers gradually accumulate additional skills as they continue to work on film
productions. Other skills, such as editing technicians, might be best acquired through a
certification program. Local film industries require a wide array of training programs and
educational facilities.


Incentives – Over the past 20 years, incentives have become a growing consideration in
film and video production location decisions. This trend has become most visible in the
specific area of individual film shoots. While Los Angeles and New York continue to
dominate the industry in areas such as sustained operational capacity, specific production
elements are increasingly located outside these two historically strong markets.
The importance of incentives has also grown due to the aggressive strategies of a few
states. In particular, New Mexico and Louisiana have succeeded in recruiting individual
film shoots in local communities. Both states have secured growing film industries through
generous incentive packages.



Film Festivals – Film festivals provide an opportunity to showcase local talent in front of a
national and international audience. Increased local visibility can produce “buzz” about a
region’s film industry, thus increasing the chances of future success.

GREATER DETROIT
Detroit has not historically benefited from a
strong local film industry. According to the
Michigan Film Office, approximately 25
films have been produced or shot within
the state since 2002. About half of these
films were at least partially shot in Detroit.
Although the city has been used in a
couple of recent blockbusters, most
notably Transformers, most of the
production and post-production services
for these films were performed outside of
Detroit. It should also be noted that not a
single major studio financed feature-length
film has been produced in Detroit in 2007.

DETROIT - FILM INDUSTRY
DETROIT EMPLOYMENT & AVERAGE WAGE, 2002
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CURRENT ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
As mentioned previously, Detroit has not historically benefited from a particularly strong film
industry. Furthermore, the film industry has recently posted significant declines in the past five
years. Since 2002, employment in Detroit’s film industry has fallen by more than 20%. Although the
industry posted growth in 2003, total film employment in Detroit has fallen in every subsequent
year. The average annual wage of Detroit’s film workers, meanwhile, has risen slightly, from
$52,000 in 2002 to $55,000 in 2006.
Detroit currently has few existing assets that will facilitate the growth of a local film industry.


Tax Incentives – Although the State of Michigan has adopted a tax incentive policy that
targets film, television, and commercial production within the state, the City of Detroit does
not offer any additional incentives. Escalating production costs have forced filmmakers to
explore new locations in search of cost effective environments. Over the past decade, very
few communities without historical strengths in film production have managed to develop a
prosperous film industry without the initial help of tax incentives. While tax legislation
recently passed in Michigan should provide some assistance to the state’s film industry,
film productions will likely remain dispersed throughout the state unless the City of Detroit
can offer additional financial inducements.



Educated Workforce – The Detroit
LOCAL KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTION
metropolitan area produces a minimal
ANNUAL NUMBER OF FILM GRADUATES PER 100,000 RESIDENTS
21.7
number of film-related graduates. The 25
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Although the school does not offer
ANGELES ORLEANS
Source: Nielsen SoundScan Data, 2004
programs in traditional filmmaking, it
does offer degrees in some of the
fastest growing segments of the industry such as animation and other digital technologies.



Urban Environment – As Detroit’s recent history of film shoots demonstrates, the city can
provide an impressive backdrop to films of specific genres. Detroit has an extensive
inventory of historic buildings that are currently underutilized. Unlike similar buildings in
locations with more established film industries, in Detroit many of these buildings can be
used for film production with a minimal amount of interference in the day-to-day operations
of these locations. Detroit might be able to capitalize on the depressed nature of specific
neighborhoods by offering filmmakers environments that provide unparalleled ease of
filming.



Non-Profit Organizations and Festivals – Both the Detroit Film Center (DFC) and the
Detroit Docs International Film Festival provide important opportunities for exposure,
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networking, and validation among Detroit area filmmakers. Detroit Docs, for example,
brings together local and outside filmmakers every October in a celebration of the
documentary form. DFC, on the other hand, is a non-profit organization that offers a
unique combination of instruction, screenings, and rental opportunities. Informal courses
offered by the DFC include seminars on screenwriting, digital film production, and
advantaged editing suites. DFC also hosts monthly screenings of independent,
experimental, and documentary shorts and feature-length films. Finally, DFC also rents
analog and digital equipment at extremely affordable rates.
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Despite the industry’s relative
lack of visibility, nearly twice
as many people in Detroit
work in film compared to the
music industry. In 2006, the
film industry directly
employed nearly 1,000
people. Approximately 1,200
additional jobs can be
attributed to the film industry
through indirect and induced
effects. Directly and
indirectly, Detroit’s film
industry is responsible for
providing 2,166 jobs.

FILM INDUSTRY ECONOMIC IMPACT
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The direct economic output of Detroit’s film industry annually totals $158 million. When indirect and
induced economic outputs are considered, the total annual impact of the film industry on Detroit’s
economy totals $317 million.
FILM INDUSTRY LOCAL PRESENCE

BENCHMARK CITIES
The four benchmark cities selected for
comparison with Detroit’s film industry include
the two dominant players, Los Angeles and
New York City, in addition to two cities that
have recently developed reputations for their
fledgling film industries, Austin and New
Orleans. As a percentage of the total local
workforce, Detroit features the lowest level of
film-related employment among the
metropolitan areas examined.
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Each benchmark city is instructive in illustrating
the distinct niche roles communities can develop within the national film industry. Los Angeles and
New York City, for example, continue to enjoy the competitive advantages that result from the
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historical regional clustering of the industry. Austin, on the other hand, has fostered a small and
talented labor force well versed in all areas of film production. In contrast, New Orleans has relied
on the state’s tax incentive strategy to produce significant gains in film employment. The absence
of a skilled workforce, however, is evident in the extremely low wages reported by film industry
workers in New Orleans.
AUSTIN
Austin has established itself as a
burgeoning player in the film industry
through a series of initially serendipitous
events.

AUSTIN - FILM INDUSTRY
AUSTIN EMPLOYMENT & AVERAGE WAGE, 2002
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opposed to other communities that have
lured film shoots for specific movies, Austin is notable in that Rodriguez has kept his permanent
production facilities in the city. As Rodriguez has increasingly incorporated digital effects into his
film, his Troublemaker Studios has become a significant player in the industry. Notably, Rodriguez
was initially drawn to Austin due to the presence of the University of Texas.

The University of Texas film program remains one of the largest and most prestigious in the
country. Each year, the school graduates more than 300 graduates in the College of Radio and
Television, which houses the university’s film program. The school has recently opened up a forprofit production company under the moniker Burnt Orange Productions. The company serves as
an innovative effort to pair industry professionals with UT film students. Within its first 3 years of
operations, Burnt Orange Productions hopes to produce approximately 8 feature films.
Austin has also made a commitment to the local film industry by facilitating greater investment in
related infrastructure. In 2000, after the opening of a new airport, the City of Austin became the
owner of 700 acres of prime real estate without a dedicated use. At the time, the film industry in
Austin was just beginning to take off. While the surrounding Hill Country region offered a multitude
of diverse settings for on location shoots, Austin lacked adequate indoor film production facilities. In
a stroke of tremendous vision, the Austin Film Society (founded by director Richard Linklater)
proposed transforming the former Mueller Airport site into a modern film studio. Forward-looking
city council members fully supported the proposal as well as the neighborhood associations
immediately adjacent to the property. Within a year, portions of Mueller Airport were transformed
into Austin Studios and are already the site of two feature-length film productions.
Austin has also enjoyed significant visibility through the incorporation of the medium into the South
by Southwest festival. Although South by Southwest initially started as a musical festival, it has
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grown to encompass film and digital media in recent years. Each March, the film and interactive
portion of the festival attracts 5,000 visitors. In October, the Austin Film Festival and the
accompanying film conference bring thousands of additional filmmakers and film connoisseurs to
the city.
LOS ANGELES
Despite the profound changes the industry
has undergone in the past 100 years, the
film industry remains heavily entrenched in
Los Angeles. Of the approximately
220,000 workers in the film industry in
America, more than half are located in Los
Angeles.
Los Angeles continues to enjoy historical
advantages established in another era of
filmmaking. The initial organization of the
film industry was organized much like
most manufacturers of the prevailing
times.

LOS ANGELES - FILM INDUSTRY
LOS ANGELES EMPLOYMENT & AVERAGE WAGE, 2002
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Under the studio system, companies amassed actors, writers, producers, and directors under the
control of a single firm. This organization produced stability within the industry as the major studios
remained large enough to make significant capital investments in local sound stages and other
infrastructure critical to the industry.
Although the studio system was struck down by the courts as uncompetitive decades ago, Los
Angeles remains the single most important city in the national and global film industry. Almost all
films distributed in the U.S. pass through Los Angeles. Most film studios, and their attendant
distribution arms, are headquartered in Los Angeles. Though film employees are no longer
tethered to a single company, the number of freelance film and video workers in the city provides a
critical mass of film workers. The scale in the number of workers and different skill sets present in
Los Angeles cannot be rivaled by any other city in America, including New York.
Although Los Angeles and California remain concerned about the number of “runaway productions”
that have left the area in recent years, the problem may ultimately prove less severe than some
local boosters fear. Even in those productions filmed outside of the city and state, a large share of
cast and crew members are likely to be from the Los Angeles area. This phenomenon has
important implications not just for Los Angeles, but also for the community hosting the production.
Additionally, California has recently undertaken innovative steps to increase retention of its film
industry. The State of California, for example, has implemented a sophisticated program aimed at
providing free locations for film shoots. The California Film Commission issues free permits for film
productions located on state property. Notably, these properties are offered free of location fees.
Additionally, California will reimburse filmmakers the costs of using state employees for production
purposes. Such workers include everyone from the California Highway Patrol to State Park
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Rangers and local police personnel. Although the program is no longer funded, its brief tenure was
marked by significant success. Other remaining tax incentive programs include waivers on the
state’s hotel occupancy tax and an exemption on sales tax on production and postproduction
expenditures. Finally, the California Film Commission maintains a comprehensive, publicly
availably online database of locations available for filming.
NEW ORLEANS
In the past five years, employment in the
New Orleans’ film industry has grown by
approximately 150%. This growth is even
more impressive given the larger
economic context of the larger
metropolitan area. Since 2002, the labor
force in New Orleans has declined by
more than 90,000. In spite of an incredibly
challenging economic environment, New
Orleans has managed to promote growth
within the film industry.

NEW ORLEANS - FILM INDUSTRY
NEW ORLEANS EMPLOYMENT & AVERAGE WAGE, 2002
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New Orleans owes most, if not all, of its
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success to the state’s tax incentive
program. In 2002, the State of Louisiana implemented a comprehensive package of film tax
incentives that have subsequently become a model for other states hoping to kick start local film
production. Louisiana’s incentive program includes components designed to cover all aspects of
film production including a sales and use tax exemption, employment and labor tax credits, and an
investor tax credit. Combined, these incentives make the state among the cheapest cost
environments for film production in the U.S.
While the number of film-related jobs in New Orleans has risen dramatically since the passage of
the state’s tax incentive program, so far these jobs have not produced significant incomes for
workers. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the average income of a film industry
employee is just $15,000—a drop of more than 35% since 2002. Notably, there is no academic
institution in New Orleans with a dedicated film program. In the 2005-2006 academic year, not a
single individual graduated with a film related degree in New Orleans. The lack of a skilled
workforce has resulted in a reliance on imported talent to fill production positions. Local workers
are primarily assigned low-skill roles. The experience of New Orleans illustrates the need to
compliment film tax incentives with relevant workforce programs.
NEW YORK CITY
Although it features less than a fifth of the workforce present in Los Angeles, New York still
employs more than 10% of the country’s film industries workers. New York City has remained
relevant in the world of film production through a combination of existing strengths and an
incredibly cooperative municipal government.
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Historically, New York City has enjoyed a
NEW YORK - FILM INDUSTRY
thriving film industry largely due to the
NRE YORK EMPLOYMENT & AVERAGE WAGE, 2002 -2006
area’s diverse inventory of settings. From
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through the presence of related fields such
as the metropolitan area’s thriving theatre scene and massive media presence.
Additionally, through the City of New York Mayor’s Office of Film, Theatre, and Broadcasting, New
York City continually validates the importance of the industry to the metropolitan area. The city
agency keeps an updated list of available sound stages (complete with physical dimensions),
vacant production office space (including those facilities that allow filming within their
establishments), and area guilds, unions, and organizations (which often prove helpful in identifying
potential workers for film shoots).
New York City has also developed one of the most sophisticated incentive programs in the country
under the moniker ‘Made in NY.’ Importantly, New York City officials do not attempt to compete
with other locations on cost alone, as such a strategy will almost always favor the competing
location. Instead, New York City officials focus on retaining a disproportionate share of ongoing
productions. To qualify for a tax incentive, for example, at least 75% of all stage work must be
performed in one of the city’s five boroughs. Once a film production meets the minimum
requirements of the incentive program, it becomes eligible for tax credit refunds from both the state
of New York and New York City.
In an innovative extension of the program, participants of New York City’s incentive package also
qualify for a marketing credit. Film and television productions that agree to co-branding
advertisements in support of the ‘Made in NY’ strategy receive free outdoor media placements
valued at 1% of production costs. Such advertisements include the use of municipal operated
properties, such as bus stops. For those film and television productions that choose not to
participate in the ‘Made in NY’ advertising campaign, the city offers an interesting alternative—in
place of a marketing credit, companies can make a cultural donation equal to .1% of production
costs. The donation, which must be given to a non-profit group, is intended to further strengthen
New York City’s creative industries.
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INDUSTRY OVERVIEW
Digital and traditional media includes
traditional media companies that publish
content via established formats such as
newspapers and television broadcasts and
digital media companies that distribute content
primarily through interactive mediums such as
the internet. Traditional media occupations
include journalists and broadcasters. Digital
media occupations are usually more
technology-oriented, including software
designers and computer graphics animators.
The media industry includes a host of
separate sectors that can typically be divided
along technological lines.
Traditional media companies such as book
publishers and television broadcasters rely
heavily on established forms of production and
distribution. In recent years, the strong growth
of digital media such as the Internet and video
games has produced significant challenges for
traditional media firms. Television viewership
and newspaper readership, for example, have
declined as the American public increasingly
turns to other entertainment alternatives.
Of the many entertainment options currently
VIDEO GAME SALES VS. MUSIC SALES
vying for the attention of Americans, the video
HISTORICAL & PROJECTED SALES (IN BILLIONS), 2002 -2011
game industry has been one of the most
15
successful in capturing new consumers.
10
Although teenage boys have long been the
stereotypical player of video games, the reality
5
is much more nuanced. According to the
Entertainment Software Association, woman
0
now represent nearly 40% of video game
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players. Industry efforts to promote gaming
VIDEO GAMES
MUSIC
among older individuals have proven even
Source: RIAA, PWC, & AE
more successful. The average game player
age is 33, and one-quarter of all players are over the age of 50. The phenomenal popularity of
Nintendo’s Wii console, for example, has forcefully demonstrated that video games can lure new
users from all demographics.
The industry’s ability to expand beyond its historical consumer base stands in stark contrast to
other entertainment industries, especially music. Over the next five years,
PricewaterhouseCoopers estimates that the U.S. video game market will grow nearly 10%
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annually, reaching $12.5 billion by 2011. By next year, video game revenues are projected to
overtake music industry revenues for the first time. Future growth within the video game industry
will lead to additional employment gains while slowing sales for traditional media industries will
result in modest job growth.
NATIONAL GROWTH TRENDS
After declining from 2002
to 2004, employment in the
media industry has
rebounded in the past few
years. Despite three
consecutive years of
employment growth
however, total employment
in the media industry
remains below 2002 levels.
Stagnant industry
employment is projected
through 2011.

U.S. MEDIA INDUSTRY
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Aggregated totals, however, do not provide a full understanding of the overall health of the
media industry as employment trends have varied among industry sectors. Print media, for
example, has suffered the brunt of the industry’s employment declines, with more than 50,000 jobs
eliminated over the past five years. Internet publishing and Internet broadcasting, on the other
hand, have actually experienced significant employment growth during this same period. An added
caveat concerning media employment numbers is the failure of the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
to maintain employment and earnings data for most occupations within the video game industry.
Despite efforts to improve economic data collection, revisions of the North American Industry
Classification System have failed to keep pace with technological advances. Consequently,
significant portions of the video game industry remain undocumented or are classified under
different industries such as film and design.
PRIORITIZATION CONSIDERATIONS
Appropriately targeting the media industry presents prospective communities with complex
challenges that are often difficult to negotiate. As noted earlier, traditional media companies such
as book publishers and broadcasting companies have not fared especially well in recent years.
When looking at the employment of these two industrial sectors, it is tempting to dismiss strategies
aimed at promoting traditional media employment as a losing proposition. Such a conclusion,
however, is often shortsighted. Perhaps most importantly, the media industry continues to support
a large workforce. In 2006, for example, the media industry employed four times as many people in
the U.S. as did foreign and domestic auto manufacturers. With annual average salaries exceeding
$66,000, the media industry also offers well-paying jobs.
Additionally, while communities are quick to narrowly target niche sectors such as multimedia and
video game development, it is often difficult to draw discrete lines between these fields and
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traditional media sectors. Large publishing conglomerates are frequently involved in many of the
fastest growing media specialty areas. Furthermore, even those companies that are not directly
involved in multimedia and video game applications employ workers with similar skill sets. For most
communities, efforts to develop a more dynamic media industry must include balancing the needs
of traditional media companies with firms in emerging fields.
LOCATION DECISION CRITERIA
The media industry, especially digital media, thrives on the availability of several primary factors:


Interdisciplinary and Technically Proficient Workforce – The digital media industry is
supported by an incredibly diverse group of workers with widely varying skill sets. Mediums
such as video games, for example, have largely thrived on their ability to inject interactivity
into storytelling within a technically advanced visual environment. Creating such works
requires the contributions of character artists and animators, digital background modelers,
sound designers, and computer game programmers, among others. The majority of these
positions require four-year degrees. Animators and other graphic artists are typically art
school graduates. The most common academic background of programmers remains
computer science. As the nature of the industry requires the constant acquisition of new
skills, the local availability of a technology oriented academic institution is crucial.



Availability of Financing – The development costs of videogames has soared over the
past decade. Tremendous technological advances in the available computing power of
home gaming consoles have vastly increased the programming demands placed on game
designers. According to the market research firm the NPD Group, over the past decade
average video game production costs have skyrocketed from $1 million to $7 million. As a
result of these dramatic increases, it is increasingly difficult for startup companies to enter
the video game business without substantial financial support.



Existing Media and Technology Companies – With their traditional businesses suffering
continued market contraction, today’s media conglomerates are aggressively pursuing
opportunities in digital media. Media companies often outsource production responsibilities
to third-party companies rather than investing in their own facilities, creating opportunities
for small local firms with specialized capabilities. Local technology firms may also
contribute to a successful digital media industry by assembling a critical mass of
technically proficient workers in a single geographic area.

GREATER DETROIT
Although Detroit is not traditionally considered a media hub, the metropolitan area is home to
several important media companies. Compuware, a local firm specializing in servicing the
information technology needs of large corporations, employs thousands of skilled workers in the
Detroit region. Additionally, the media conglomerate Crain Communication Incorporated is based in
Detroit. Crain Communication specializes in industry-oriented trade publications, including
Advertising Age and AutoWeek. The company also owns many local business publications
including Crain’s Cleveland Business and Crain’s Chicago Business. The presence of a major
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software publisher and media company is of tremendous economic importance to the entire Detroit
metropolitan area.
Despite these assets, Detroit’s local media industry is currently experiencing contraction. Although
the company has many media holdings, Crain Communication remains primarily a periodical
publisher. Although the company maintains online versions of its print publications, the company is
not active in many of the fastest growing segments of the media industry. As a result, opportunities
to leverage existing strengths to foster growth in the digital media sector may be limited. The recent
lackluster performance of Detroit’s software industry is also troubling. In the past three years alone,
software employment in Detroit has declined by more than 10%.
CURRENT ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
The media industry employs nearly 12,000
workers in the Detroit metropolitan area,
making it the largest creative industry in
the area. Unfortunately, employment in
this sector has declined for five
consecutive years. Despite employment
declines, wages within Detroit’s media
industry remain remarkably high and have
continued to rise at a healthy pace. Since
2002, the average annual wage of a media
worker in Detroit has increased by more
than $10,000. By 2006, average industry
wage was $69,000 annually.

DETROIT - MEDIA INDUSTRY
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The future growth of Detroit’s media industry, particularly in the area of digital media, will likely
demand strategic asset development.


LOCAL KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTION
Local Retention of Technically
ANNUAL NUMBER OF MEDIA GRADUATES PER 100,000 RESIDENTS
Proficient Workforce – There
100
currently exist few academic
88.3
institutions in the Detroit
metropolitan area with significant
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digital media programs. Among all
43.0
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benchmark analysis, Detroit
24.0
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graduates. While Wayne State
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University offers relevant courses
Source: AE, U.S. Department of Education
via its communications
department, there are no dedicated programs for animation, computer graphics, or
multimedia design. Similarly, while Lawrence Technological University offers degrees in
computer and information sciences, the school has no digital media program. Importantly,
the College for Creative Studies does offer degrees in animation, interactive technology,
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video graphics, and special effects. The relatively small size of the College for Creative
Studies, however, limits the school’s impact on the broader metropolitan area. Additionally,
as a private school, the mission of the College for Creative Studies does not include an
emphasis on encouraging graduates to remain in the community. Given the relatively small
number of digital media students annually produced by area institutions, it is vital that
Greater Detroit retain many of their local graduates.


Limited Support Industries – Although Detroit has a couple of highly visible media
companies, most of the city’s media companies are involved in stagnant or declining
industry sectors. With the consumer shift to interactive and other types of digital media
consumption expected to continue over the next decade, there is a significant risk that the
importance of locally established media companies will be diminished.

ECONOMIC IMPACT
The economic impact of the
media industry is staggering.
Within Detroit, the media
industry’s economic impact is
larger than the combined
impact of advertising, design,
film, music, and visual and
performing arts.
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Detroit’s media industry totals
nearly 20,000 additional workers. The multiplier effects of specific sectors within the media industry
are even more impressive. For example, every job in software publishing produces more than two
indirect and induced jobs.
MEDIA INDUSTRY LOCAL PRESENCE

The economic output of Detroit’s media
industry is similarly striking. Directly, the local
media industry produces $3.8 billion in annual
economic output. An additional $2.5 billion in
economic output can be indirectly attributed to
Detroit’s media industry. In total, Detroit’s
media industry is responsible for over $6.3
billion in combined economic output,
representing 3% of the metropolitan area’s
entire GDP.
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BENCHMARK CITIES
The metropolitan areas chosen for the media benchmarking analysis are Atlanta, Austin, Orlando,
and San Diego. These cities underscore varying methods of fostering local media industries,
particularly in the realm of digital media. Atlanta, for example, has been successful in part because
of established media companies. In contrast, digital media in Austin is largely a byproduct of the
city’s film and computer industries. Orlando’s digital media industry has fed off success in other
areas such as simulation technology and modeling and theme parks.
AUSTIN
Although Austin has very little historical
association with the industry, the city has
made tremendous strides in developing a
local media presence in recent years. If
nothing else, Austin demonstrates the
powerful effects of leveraging existing
strengths while focusing on specific goals to
produce broad economic gains.

AUSTIN - MEDIA INDUSTRY
AUSTIN EMPLOYMENT & AVERAGE WAGE, 2002 -2006
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technology industry. In addition to the
massive investments made in physical infrastructure such as semiconductor fabrication facilities,
Austin benefited from strong social infrastructure advantages. Thanks to the presence of the
University of Texas, the nation’s largest public university, and a tremendously vibrant cultural
environment that lured additional college graduates, Austin became one of the most educated
cities in America. When the technology bubble burst in the early 2000s, the city’s culture of
creativity proved pivotal in ensuring that the downturn was short-lived.
The end of irrational exuberance left Austin with a sizable population of educated and
entrepreneurial people without jobs. Thankfully, the shared experience of many of these people
was an increasing realization that technology would ultimately succeed through the inevitable
convergence of digital distribution and content creation. Such foresight was long evident—in 1994,
the SXSW music festival expanded to include a Film and Interactive Media conference. This was
six months before the introduction of Netscape, which would be the first company to popularize the
Internet. While the convergence of film and technology is commonplace today, Austin residents
were among the first to make the connection. The rise of Austin’s local film industry combined with
the area’s technology track record ensured that the community would have a diversely educated
population whose complimentary skills would prove so necessary to digital media. The local
availability of technology and talent has led companies such as Retro Games and Destination
Games to relocate to Austin. Today, these strengths continue to serve as the lifeblood of Austin’s
burgeoning digital media industry.
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ATLANTA
Beginning in the 1970s, entrepreneur Ted Turner demonstrated that a global broadcasting
corporation could operate outside of New York City. Based in Atlanta, Turner Broadcasting
ultimately grew to encompass such diverse cable outlets as CNN, TBS, and the Cartoon Network.
The presence of Cartoon Network in
Atlanta has proven especially important in
creating the skilled workforce necessary
to support further growth in specialty
areas such as video game and
multimedia design. With most of today’s
animation performed on computers,
designers at the Cartoon Network are well
versed in advanced digital animation
technology. Many workers ultimately
move on to local independent production
houses that produce the animated
sequences that serve as transitional
sequences for video games.

ATLANTA - MEDIA INDUSTRY
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Atlanta has also greatly benefited from the presence of an assortment of educational institutions
with separate and complimentary strengths. The Georgia Institute of Technology, for example, has
offered a master’s degree in digital media for 15 years. The school has placed an emphasis on
uniting art and technology, the crucial interaction of digital media. The Art Institute of Atlanta, the
Atlanta University Consortium, Emory University, and even the Savannah College of Art and
Design have produced additional graduates with the skills needed for the multimedia and video
game workforce.
ORLANDO
Over the past decade, Orlando’s
burgeoning digital media has thrived
thanks to the combination of various
economic strategies including investments
in educational programs, facilities and
infrastructure, and incentives.

ORLANDO - MEDIA INDUSTRY
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In an attempt to develop a local workforce will the necessary skills to work in digital media, Orlando
officials supported the establishment of several important educational programs and industryspecific groups focused on developing an industry network and stimulating interest in the digital
media sectors. In 1996, for example, the University of Central Florida established the Consortium
for Research and Education in the Arts and Technology (CREAT). CREAT sought to solidify a
partnership among the Art, English, Music and Computer Science departments as they embarked
on a new wave of education fusing the tools of technology with traditional education. Additionally,
Florida's public university system formally approved a Digital Media Program as a new major to
serve the emerging cluster of businesses in the Orlando area.
To compliment these educational programs, Orlando created the Digital Media Alliance Florida
(DMAF), a non-profit consortium of companies and professionals from the digital media industry.
DMAF’s primary objective is to facilitate collaboration and partnerships among industry players,
government, creative organizations, and professionals and to help ensure the Orlando region has a
world-class workforce in digital media. Primary programs are focused on networking, and include
innovative combinations of video gaming contests and industry trend seminars called DiMeNar
(Digital Media Seminars).
These programs provide Orlando with a strategy to organize the digital media industry, share
knowledge among companies, discuss industry challenges and opportunities, and continue
building a workforce for the digital media industry that will augment the region’s long-term assets.
SAN DIEGO
If Austin’s fledgling digital media industry
was initially spurred by developments in
personal computing, San Diego’s digital
media industry has benefited from similar
advances in the realm of scientific
computational advances, especially in the
seemingly unrelated fields such as
engineering and medicine.

SAN DIEGO – MEDIA INDUSTRY
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Foundation, SDSC performs cutting edge
research in such divergent academic disciplines as biology, engineering, and geosciences.
Importantly, SCSC includes a visualization services division that incorporates research findings into
3D graphic environments. Although the initial research problems tackled by SDSC are rarely
focused on entertainment applications, many of the insights gained through scientific visualization
technologies ultimately inform advances in industries such as gaming. As SDSC is nested within a
broader academic institution, the research center also produces graduates with enviable digital
media skills.
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The availability of a technically literate workforce has allowed San Diego to capture an impressive
number of video game design studios. Local video game companies include some of the industries
leading firms including Sony Computer Entertainment, Midway Home Entertainment, and TakeTwo Interactive. Importantly, the presence of multiple video games companies provides San Diego
with a critical mass of both industry workers and industry buzz, creating a powerful positive
feedback loop that contributes to continued success. As a result, San Diego remains one of the
first locales video game companies consider when making location decisions.
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INDUSTRY OVERVIEW
The music industry involves the production,
recording, publishing, or distribution of audio
entertainment content. Industry production
may involve live or recorded performances.
The music industry is currently undergoing a
period of significant structural adjustment.
Over the past six years, record sales have
plummeted. According to the Recording
Industry Association of American 325 million
fewer records were sold in 2006 than in 2000.
In an effort to become less vulnerable to
declining record sales, the music industry has
been forced to seek alternative revenue
sources. Facing declining sales of physical
media, music labels have embraced digital
distribution channels such as online stores
and cell phones ringtones. Additionally, most
music labels now aggressively license music
for use in films, videogames, and
advertisements to fuel further growth. Other record companies are exploring broader partnerships
with their recording artists, entering arrangements in which the label can capture a portion of
touring revenue and t-shirt sales. Unlike record sales, Americans continue to purchase concert
tickets in record numbers. According to the industry publication Pollstar, North American concert
ticket sales reached $3.6 billion last year, a 16 percent increase over 2005 sale figures. Despite
initial missteps, the music industry is beginning to adapt to emerging economic realities through the
adoption of new business models.
NATIONAL GROWTH TRENDS
Employment in the U.S.
music industry has steadily
declined since 2002; over
the past five years
employment has dropped by
more than 15%. The worst,
however, appears to be
over. Although the music
industry is expected to suffer
further employment losses in
the years ahead, they will
likely be significantly less
severe than past declines.
Through 2011, music
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industry employment is projected to shrink by approximately 3%. Notably, wages are expected to
rise during this period, hitting an average of $73,000 annually.
PRIORITIZATION CONSIDERATIONS
Despite the mixed performance of the music industry in recent years, local communities are
increasingly targeting the industry as a potential engine of economic growth. A thriving local music
scene is now commonly viewed as an important component in promoting a region’s cultural vitality.
Perhaps most importantly, the music industry typically creates good jobs. Although average annual
wages have steadily fallen over the past five years, workers in the music industry continue to enjoy
relatively high wages. In 2006, the average music industry worker earned $61,000—more than
50% more than the average worker in America.
In addition to directly producing sound employment opportunities, a vibrant local music scene is
associated with a host of positive indirect benefits. A successful local music scene may help recruit
young educated workers to an area. Economists at Brown and Harvard, for example, have
suggested that a rising demand for urban amenities such a musical concerts is associated with a
growing number of educated workers within central cities. Additionally, researchers at the
University of Chicago have determined that strong local music employment is related to gains in
overall employment. Finally, a vibrant music scene can significantly raise a city’s image. Although
such visibility is often ephemeral and impossible to objectively calculate, there is little doubt that
diverse cities such as New Orleans and Athens, Georgia have benefited from their rich local music
histories.
LOCATION DECISION CRITERIA
Thriving local music industries succeed through the provision of the following factors:


Sound Recording Facilities – Recent technological advances have greatly reduced the
cost of recording music. Digital music mixing suites allow anyone with a computer to
become an amateur music producer. Despite these changes, however, much of the
professional recording still utilizes specialized facilities. A truly dynamic local music
industry must have world-class music production studios.



Creative Class Workforce – The music industry is supported by an assorted collection of
workers. A local music economy can only be sustained through the collaboration of many
individuals with complimentary skill sets. Artists may be self-taught or classically trained in
conservatories. Studio technicians and other recording workers may learn through
apprenticeships or formal certification programs. Music labels employ a host of individuals
with traditional four-year university educations in such areas as marketing and business
finance. A vibrant music scene depends on the regional availability of each type of worker.



Cool Factor – Musicians attract other musicians, fostering dynamic local music scenes
that ultimately become known for their rich creative environments. Once a city has
established buzz among music label A&R types and the general public, a sense of place
serves as a crucial talent magnet. For example, fledgling Country acts will move to
Nashville not only to take advantage of many of the local music support systems, but also
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in an attempt to enjoy greater popularity through association with the long history of the
city. By becoming integrated in a town known for its cool music scene, artists may also
hope to lower the barrier to entry in other spheres of the music industry. Specifically, clubs
and record labels throughout the country may be more willing to check out a new band
upon discovering that they are from a proven musical environment.


Music Showcase Events – Showcase music events allow local and regional artists to
reach national audiences. Specific showcase events, such as SXSW in Austin and CMJ in
New York City, are predicated on a program aimed at industry representatives. While the
actual event may be open to the public, the true audience of such events is publicists,
marketers, and other relevant industry professionals. Importantly, showcase events bring
all of these players together in a single geography.



Incentives – Although tax incentives have not been traditionally associated with the music
industries, the success of related film incentives has led public officials to adopt innovative
programs. After the success of its film incentives, for example, the state of Louisiana,
initiated an incentive strategy aimed at similarly jumpstarting the state’s music industry.



Venues – Communities that are home to successful musical communities have a diverse
and large inventory of venues for live music, as the vast majority of musicians rely on live
performances for their income. Popular touring acts require venues that can accommodate
thousands of people. Smaller local acts often require more intimate venues that provide a
reliable outlet to garner greater exposure throughout the community.

GREATER DETROIT
To this day, Motown Records remains synonymous with Detroit’s local music scene. Motown
Records was the brainchild of Berry Gordy, Jr, a former songwriter for nationally-renowned local
acts such as Jackie Wilson and the Matadors. Upon his initial experience in the music industry,
Gordy realized that the true beneficiaries of the music industry were not musicians, but rather the
producers who held ownership rights on all royalties.
With $800 in funding from family, in 1959 Gordy opened up his new business venture in a former
photographer’s studio. The facility, known as “Hitsville USA,” would soon become home to an
unprecedented number of successful pop acts. Over the next decade, Gordy would produce such
artists as Marvin Gaye, Diana Ross, and Stevie Wonder.
In many ways, Motown Records resembled the factories of nearby industrial titans such as the
Ford Motor Company and General Motors. At least initially, singers were just one component in
Motown Record’s broader music machine. Most of the label’s songs were crafted by a small group
of close songwriters. These songs would ultimately be recorded by a collection of studio musicians
known as “The Funk Brothers.” Furthermore, nearly all Motown acts were subject to
comprehensive grooming programs in which they were instructed on proper attire, etiquette, and
choreography.
Ultimately, all these efforts were aimed at producing the “Motown Sound” a distinctive blend of soul
music injected with pop sensibilities. And just like General Motors, Motown Records had a highly
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regimented system to ensure quality control. Each Friday, Berry Gordy would select those songs
that would ultimately be released as singles. The resulting competition among artists, producers,
and songwriters helped Motown Records release over 100 top ten singles during the 1960s.
In 1972, Motown Records moved all of its operations to Los Angeles. Unfortunately, Motown
Records was such an in-house affair that the departure of the label from Detroit ushered in a period
of long-term decline for the city’s musical fortunes. Despite being the original home of America’s
most successful music labels, very little permanent evidence remains that Motown Records ever
existed in Detroit.
The incredible success experienced by Motown Records often eclipses other contributions that
Detroit has made musically. Too often, outside observers act as if the city’s contribution to music
ended with the departure of Motown. A decade after Gordy moved his label to Los Angeles,
however, Detroit witnessed the birth of another musical genre that would ultimately become
globally known.
The origin of Detroit’s techno scene is generally credited to “The Belleville Three,” a trio of young
men who pioneered the musical possibilities of emerging technological advances. Specifically, the
new musical form incorporated drum machines to produce electronic dance songs heavy with
rhythm. Ultimately, the regional sound would be embraced throughout the world, especially in
Eastern Europe. The city continues to celebrate its important role in the genre with an annual
festival dedicated to techno music.
DETROIT - MUSIC INDUSTRY

CURRENT ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
Employment in the music industry in Detroit
has remained flat for the past five years—the
industrial sector added just 10 jobs between
2002 and 2006. Importantly, music
employment is often underreported due to
the nature of the work. Still, on a per capita
basis Detroit has approximately 40% fewer
workers in the music industry than the
national average.
Detroit must leverage the following assets in
order to build a stronger local music industry.


Workforce – As a ratio of the entire
metropolitan area population, Detroit
features the fewest number of
graduates with music-related degrees.
Currently, two schools account for the
vast majority of music graduates.
Within the city, Wayne State awards
approximately 45 music-related
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bachelor and masters degrees each year. The University of Michigan in Ann Arbor
annually produces an additional 200 graduates with bachelors, masters, and doctorate
degrees in music-related fields. Each year area universities produce a population of
academically trained music graduates that represents over half of the entire regional music
workforce.


Venues – Detroit has a diverse
PER CAPITA RECORD SALES
inventory of music venues, from the
5
ALBUM SALES PER PERSON, 2004
4.3
Fox Theatre, one of the largest
3.9
4
historic theatres in America, to St.
3.3
2.8
Andrew's Hall. Unfortunately, music
2.5
3
venues in Detroit are widely
2
dispersed throughout the city,
producing a geographically
1
fragmented live music scene. There
0
currently exists no epicenter of live
DETROIT ATLANTA
AUSTIN NASHVILLE SEATTLE
music in Detroit. This can prove
particularly important in supporting
Source: Nielsen SoundScan Data, 2004
potential music festivals. South by
Southwest, for example, succeeds in part because the conference and the hosting venues
are largely located within immediate proximity to one another. It will remain difficult for
Detroit to establish a single musical focal point given the location of existing music
businesses.



Showcase Events – As techno music originated in Detroit, it is appropriate that one of the
city’s largest music festivals is dedicated to the genre. In 2007, Movement: Detroit's
Electronic Music Festival welcomed more than 75 DJs and electronic music groups..
Importantly, the Electronic Music Festival is marketed primarily as an entertainmentoriented event. There is no accompanying conference for industry professionals.

ECONOMIC IMPACT
An input-output analysis was
performed for Detroit’s music
industry in an effort to
formally gauge the total
economic impact of the
industry on the region. The
analysis was performed using
data available from the
Bureau of Labor Statistics
and the IMPLAN economic
impact model.

MUSIC INDUSTRY ECONOMIC IMPACT
EMPLOYMENT

ECONOMIC OUTPUT
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impacts of Detroit’s music
industry were calculated. Secondary impacts include indirect and induced effects. Indirect effects
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involve increases in sales, income, or jobs in sectors outside of the music industry that are
attributable to music industry expenditures. For example, a music festival typically injects money
into business such as hotels and restaurants that are not directly related to the music industry.
Induced effects involve the increased sales within the region produced by the income earned by
workers in the music industry.
Although music directly employs just 539 workers in Detroit, the industry indirectly supports over
500 additional workers in other industrial sectors. Additionally, the music industry has a direct
annual output of approximately $210 million. Nearly $75 million in indirect and induced output can
also be attributed to the local music industry. All told, the music industry represents over $285
million in economic activity in the Detroit region. Although this sum may appear rather large, the
annual GDP of the Detroit metropolitan area is nearly $200 billion. As a result, the combined
economic impact of the music industry represents less than one-tenth of one percent of the
regional economy.
BENCHMARK CITIES
To provide a basis of comparison to Detroit’s
music industry, four benchmark cities were
selected for detailed analysis. The selected
communities—Atlanta, Austin, Nashville, and
Seattle—have fostered local dynamic music
scenes. Importantly, each community has done
so by embracing separate niche sectors of the
musical spectrum. In Atlanta, the Hip Hop and
R&B community is the backbone of the music
industry. In contrast, Austin has promoted its
local Independent Rock and Country scene. In
Nashville, Commercial Country and
Contemporary Christian music dominate the
musical landscape. In Seattle, Alternative Rock
has recently buoyed the regional music scene.

MUSIC INDUSTRY LOCAL PRESENCE
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ATLANTA
As opposed to many other areas that have
developed successful music economies,
Atlanta’s music industry has only been
recently recognized and embraced by city
officials. In 2006, for example, the City of
Atlanta hired music producer Dallas
Austin, known for his work with such
artists as Madonna and Michael Jackson,
to write the music for the Brand Atlanta
Campaign.
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ATLANTA - MUSIC INDUSTRY
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scene has been supported by the area’s decidedly independent talent. At a time when music labels
were almost exclusively headquartered in New York and Los Angeles, for example, upstart LaFace
Records established itself in Atlanta. The decision proved prescient, as Atlanta soon developed a
reputation as a bastion of Hip Hop and R&B talent. Platinum-selling LaFace artists from Atlanta
include TLC, Outkast, and Cee-Lo.
Atlanta’s Hip Hop and R&B community continues to thrive thanks to the presence of local talent,
both in performance and production. Importantly, local Hip Hop and R&B stars such as Usher and
Ludacris realized that they did not have to leave the community to create music with a worldwide
appeal. The availability of local producers such as Dallas Austin and Jermaine Dupri, each
responsible for producing albums with combined sales in the tens of millions, allows both aspiring
and well established Hip Hop and R&B artists to remain in Atlanta.
AUSTIN
As the self-proclaimed “Live Music Capital
of the World,” Austin enjoys one of the
country’s strongest and most visible local
music scenes. The city initially rose to
fame thanks to ‘Outlaw Country’ recording
artists such as Willie Nelson and Wayland
Jennings, both of whom eschewed the
more polished and commercial country
sound prevalent in Nashville. In recent
years, bands such as Spoon and Okkervil
River have helped establish Austin as a
haven for Independent Rock music.

AUSTIN - MUSIC INDUSTRY
AUSTIN EMPLOYMENT & AVERAGE WAGE, 2002
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In addition to local musicians, Austin has
become one of the premier showcases for musical talent from around the world. Austin City Limits,
produced by the local public television station, has featured such diverse artists as Garth Brooks
and James Brown. This year’s accompanying Austin City Limits Music Festival featured headlining
acts Bob Dylan and Bjork. Austin’s other notable festival, South By Southwest, hosted over 1,400
emerging and established acts over 5 days of live music.
Officials in Austin have been unusually aggressive in supporting the local music industry. In 1991,
the City’s research staff determined that Austin had more live music venues per capita than such
prominent music locales as Nashville, Los Angeles, or New York City. Soon afterwards, city council
members authorized the adoption of “Live Music Capital of the World” as the official slogan of the
City of Austin
Within Austin, support for the music industry extends beyond catchy phrases. The City of Austin
has created specific programs aimed at increasing the visibility and viability of area musicians.
Initiatives include placing local musicians at the airport to greet visitors, funding a cable access
channel exclusively dedicated to local music, and administering a loan guarantee program focused
on the music industry and other creative enterprises.
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NASHVILLE
Long recognized as Music City, Nashville
arguably has the country’s strongest local
music industry. Although cities such as
New York and LA may be home to more
workers in the music industry, on a per
capita basis Nashville far exceeds its
peers. Perhaps even more impressively,
Nashville’s music economy encompasses
virtually all aspects of the industry, from
global record labels to independent
ventures to songwriters to seasoned studio
musicians.

NASHVILLE - MUSIC INDUSTRY
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Although the local music industry has diversified in recent years, the scene remains heavily
dominated by Country and Contemporary Christian music. As the home of such revered institutions
as the Grand Ole Opry and the Country Music Hall of Fame, Nashville has also fostered a strong
music tourism trade. Each year the Grand Ole Opry welcomes over 600,000 visitors. The Country
Music Hall of Fame attracted nearly 300,000 visitors last year. Finally, the Country Music
Association Music Festival, which bills itself as “Country Music’s biggest party,” recorded nearly
150,000 visitors in 2005.
SEATTLE
Although long recognized among Jazz
connoisseurs for its music, Seattle
established itself in popular music with the
rise of Grunge Rock. Platinum-selling
bands such as Pearl Jam and Nirvana
highlighted a vibrant local music that would
soon be recognized throughout the world.
The Experience Music Project, an
interactive musical museum, celebrates
many of the city’s homegrown music icons,
including Jimi Hendrix.

SEATTLE - MUSIC INDUSTRY
SEATTLE EMPLOYMENT & AVERAGE WAGE, 2002 -2006
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INDUSTRY OVERVIEW
The performing and visual arts industry
primarily comprises live theatrical and dramatic
productions typically produced by performing
arts companies and artistic visual presentations
by individual artists. Workers in the performing
and visual arts include actors, dancers, visual
artists, and promoters.
This industry also includes companies and nonprofit organizations involved in the production
of live dramatic, comedic, and dance
performances, as well as visual art galleries
and museums. Support personnel for
performing and visual arts institutions such as
agents and promoters are also included in this
industrial classification. Finally, performing and
visual arts encompasses independent artists
and performers.
The industry remains unique among the
creative sectors included in this analysis due to
the prevalence of non-profit arts organizations.
The operational reality of performing and visual arts informs all economic development
considerations. Specifically, the true value of a vibrant cultural identity is often difficult to calculate.
Although the industry in many communities is characterized by relatively low wages and limited
economic output, the positive impact of the performing and visual arts on intangibles such as a
city’s image cannot be dismissed. As a result, the performing and visual arts may be appropriate
targets if they can contribute to a community’s quality of life—an increasingly important aspect in
economic development efforts aimed at luring the “Creative Class.”
NATIONAL GROWTH
TRENDS

U.S. PERFORMING ARTS INDUSTRY
U.S. EMPLOYMENT & AVERAGE WAGE, 2002
Employment

Nationally, the performing
and visual art industry has
enjoyed steady growth over
the past five years, with
employment increasing
every year since 2002.
Wages have also risen,
increasing from $47,000 in
2002 to $54,000 in 2006.
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Performing and visual arts employment is projected to experience minor increases through 2011.
Wages are also expected to increase modestly over this period.
PRIORITIZATION CONSIDERATIONS
Historically, performing and visual arts have rarely been included in economic development
considerations. Instead, civic and business leaders focused on traditional economic strategies such
as the provision of tax incentives to retain and recruit capital-intensive industries such as
manufacturing. In recent years, however, communities have embraced the arts as a potential
engine of economic growth.
The increased attention now enjoyed by the performing and visual arts is largely the result of a
growing appreciation of quality of life issues. In the past, the primary factors included in quality of
life calculations were limited to concerns over affordable housing, school quality, and crime.
Demographic changes, however, have forced communities to broaden such discussions. In
particular, the importance now placed on attracting young, educated populations has elevated the
role of performing and visual arts in creating a local cultural identity.
Today’s young workers place much greater demands on their communities. In addition to good
schools and safe neighborhoods, today’s workers demand great parks, accessible and efficient
transit, and unique entertainment options such as art galleries and theatrical performances. Faced
with an aging workforce and the country’s continued realignment towards a service-oriented
economy, communities are aggressively wooing young and educated people for local employment
through strategies focused on the performing and visual arts. While the arts community can prove
complimentary to larger economic development efforts, the performing and visual arts produce
significant and direct economic benefits in only a few U.S. metropolitan areas.
LOCATION DECISION CRITERIA
The location of performing and visual arts organizations is dependent on factors that are not
commonly shared by other industries. The prevalence of non-profits among performing and visual
arts institutions, combined with the inherently local nature of performance arts, creates rather
unique needs.


Location in a Large Metropolitan Area - Outside of a small group of loyal enthusiasts,
performing and visual arts are infrequently patronized by the general public. As a result, art
institutions require a large population base from which to draw viewers.



Strong Tourism Industry - The most thriving performing and visual arts environments are
located in cities with a robust tourism trade. Perhaps most importantly, tourists greatly
increase the number of potential consumers for cultural offerings. Additionally, visitors are
often more likely to attend locally-unique cultural attractions than native residents.
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Availability of Civic and Philanthropic Support – Nearly all performing and visual arts
institutions are either non-profit or survive on slim profits. Outside financial support is often
crucial in determining survival. Whether through grants from local, state, and federal
governments, partnerships with private corporations, or the generosity of high-profile
patrons, successful performing and visual arts environments are typically the result of a
broad financial commitment by individuals, businesses, and governments within the region.

GREATER DETROIT
Although the economic benefits of performing and visual arts is relatively minor compared to
Detroit’s other creative sectors, the arts community enjoys one significant advantage over all
industries examined in this analysis—geographic concentration. As opposed to the sprawling
pattern that characterizes nearly all other Detroit industries, many of the city’s prominent
performing and visual arts institutions are located within walking distance of one another m,.
Institutions located within the area include the Detroit Symphony Orchestra, the Detroit Institute of
Arts, the Museum of African American History, Wayne State University, and the College for
Creative Studies.
One of the most notable positive events in Detroit’s arts community is the recent $150 million
expansion and renovation of the Detroit Institute of Arts (DIA). The museum’s makeover has
received high praise from many critics and heightened the national visibility of the city’s arts
community. In a recent New York Times article, for example, DIA was described as “one of the
country’s small but classic encyclopedic museums.” In addition to the DIA makeover, the
establishment of the Museum of Contemporary Art Detroit further contributed momentum to
Detroit’s art community. Ultimately, the existence of a cultural focal point may provide a base from
which to expand the vitality of the Woodward Avenue corridor.
CURRENT ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
Performing and visual arts employment in
Detroit has remained largely stable over
the past five years. A minor decline in
2005 was reversed in 2006, placing total
employment just below 2002 levels.
During this same period, average wages in
Detroit’s performing and visual arts
community have remained stagnant. The
lack of income growth among performing
and visual arts workers is particularly
troublesome given the already depressed
wages prevalent in Detroit’s arts
community. In 2006, the average annual
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salary of a performing and visual arts employee in Detroit was $28,000—barely half the national
average of $54,000.
The performing and visual arts community thrives on the presence of the following conditions:


Critical Mass of Cultural Offerings – The geographic concentration among many of
Detroit’s performing and visual arts institutions is a potentially powerful advantage in
sustaining a resurgence of the Woodward Avenue corridor. Unlike the city’s music scene,
for example, Detroit’s performing and visual arts community enjoys a historic center of
established activity. As a result, Detroit does not face the difficult and long-term task of
creating an arts district from scratch. Additionally, past and current arts investments in the
urban core precludes the possibility of the relocation of these assets



Concentration of Talent Production
LOCAL KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTION
– Many of Detroit’s leading performing
ANNUAL NUMBER OF PERFORMING ARTS GRADUATES PER
and visual arts institutions are not only
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300
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year in areas such as art and theatre.
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or so graduates in dramatic arts. The
benefits of these two schools extend
beyond those student specifically studying performing and visual arts related majors. The
added presence of thousands of students within Detroit’s cultural district also provides the
area with a level of vitality that cannot be replicated.



Positive Momentum – The decades-long decline of the Detroit urban core, fueled by a
massive exodus of residents to the surrounding suburban environs, ultimately produced a
perception that the inner city was a location best avoided. Unfortunately, such attitudes
proved damaging to those cultural institutions that remained wedded to downtown Detroit.
Thanks to the perseverance and passion demonstrated by many of the individuals in the
performing and visual arts community, however, Detroit’s cultural district has currently
experienced a remarkable resurgence. While much more progress is needed to fully
transform the Woodward Avenue corridor, the heightened reputation of the area will help
facilitate future redevelopment.
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ECONOMIC IMPACT
The performing and visual arts in Detroit provide extremely limited economic impacts. As opposed
to other creative sectors, performing and visual arts produced relatively minor indirect and induced
economic impacts.
Approximately 3,200 Detroit residents are directly employed in performing and visual arts
occupations. Additional indirect and induced employment that can be attributed to performing and
visual arts totals 640 workers. Such external impacts lie in stark contrast to industries such as
media. Whereas every direct job in software publishing produces two additional indirect jobs, it
takes six performing and visual arts jobs to produce a single indirect job.
The economic output of
PERFORMING ARTS ECONOMIC IMPACT
performing and visual arts is
EMPLOYMENT
ECONOMIC OUTPUT
also relatively minor when
compared to other creative
$29,949,636
industries. The direct
3,233
economic output of
$35,559,689
performing and visual arts in
$79,638,101
Detroit is just under $80
336
million. Indirect and induced
304
economic output totals $65
million. The resulting
TOTAL EMPLOYMENT – 3,233
TOTAL ECONOMIC OUTPUT - $145,147,426
combined economic impact of
DIRECT
INDIRECT
INDUCED
Detroit’s performing and
Source: BLS, IMPLAN, AE
visual arts community is $145
million. This figure is barely half of the total economic output for Detroit’s music industry, which
features the second lowest economic output of all the creative sectors examined and directly
employs just 539 people.
BENCHMARK CITIES
The cities included in the performing and visual
arts benchmark analysis include Chicago,
Washington DC, Houston, and New York City.
The examined cities highlight different aspects
of the performing and visual arts industry and
help provide a context for the local dynamics
operating within the Detroit metropolitan area.
New York City, for example, illustrates the
importance of tourism in supporting the
performing and visual arts. In contrast,
Chicago highlights Detroit’s relatively strong
performing and visual arts community.
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CHICAGO
In community focus group and other civic
CHICAGO – PERFORMING & VISUAL ARTS
discussions, Chicago is often described in
CHICAGO EMPLOYMENT & AVERAGE WAGE, 2002 -2006
rather envious terms. For many
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observers, the ability of Chicago to
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such a large share of the “Creative
Class.” On a proportional basis, however, Detroit actually features more performing and visual arts
employment than Chicago.
Chicago has largely benefited from the combination of tourism and a few impressive assets.
Although the city does not attract the number of visitors received by New York City, according to
the Department of Commerce, Chicago remains one of the top 10 U.S. destinations for
international travelers. The influx of tourists has helped such high attendance numbers for such
performing and visual institutions as the Art Institute of Chicago and Broadway in Chicago, both of
which attracted nearly 1.5 million visitors in 2006. Other heavily visited cultural institutions include
the Field Museum of Natural History, the Chicago Cultural Center, the John G. Shedd Aquarium,
and the Museum of Science and Industry.
What is perhaps most striking about most of Chicago’s leading cultural attractions, however, is the
shared history of their conception—all were established more than 75 years ago. Despite the lack
of significant growth in the local industry, Chicago continues to enjoy the fruits of past investments
in performing and visual arts.
DC – PERFORMING & VISUAL ARTS

WASHINGTON, DC
The relative health of the performing arts
in Washington, DC is almost entirely the
result of the largess of the federal
government. Virtually all major visual art
institutions in the DC metropolitan area are
part of the Smithsonian Institution,
including the Arthur M. Sackler Gallery,
the Corcoran Gallery of Art, the National
Gallery of Art, the National Portrait Gallery,
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and the Smithsonian American Art Museum. Even the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing
Arts, which is now largely self-sustaining, could not have been built without significant public
expenditures. Although the many cultural attractions in Washington DC help support the city’s
significant tourism industry, further demonstrating the potential benefits of a vibrant performing and
visual arts industry, the unique financing available to local institutions cannot be readily duplicated
by any other city in America.
HOUSTON
Houston, perhaps surprisingly among benchmark cities, has one of the most vibrant performing
and visual arts scenes in the U.S. Supported by the region’s large corporate citizens, including 22
Fortune 500 headquarters, Houston is one of only five cities to house permanent professional
resident companies in all of the major performing arts disciplines of opera, ballet, music, and
theater. These companies are all housed in the Houston Theater District, a cluster of performing
arts venues second only to New York’s Broadway in the number of concentrated theater seats and
home to one of the most innovative theatre companies in the U.S., the Alley Theatre. More than 2
million people annually visit the Theater District.
Visual arts are supported by Houston’s
HOUSTON – PERFORMING & VISUAL ARTS
truly unique Museum District. The area is
HOUSTON EMPLOYMENT & AVERAGE WAGE, 2002 -2006
home to several institutions focusing on
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locate in Houston to enjoy the city’s
diversity and low cost of living. The nationally respected High School for the Performing and Visual
Arts (HSPVA) also plays a major role in producing talent and providing links to the professional arts
companies in the region.
NEW YORK CITY
New York City features the greatest number of performing and visual arts employees of any U.S.
metropolitan area. More than 15% of all industry workers are located in New York City. In addition
to the massive scale of the city’s performing and visual arts scene, New York is also notable for the
nature of its performing and visual arts environment. As a result of the area’s many for-profit
cultural institutions, New York City performing and visual arts workers earn significantly higher
wages than their counterparts in other cities.
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The symbiotic relationship of tourism and
NYC – PERFORMING & VISUAL ARTS
New York’s performance and visual arts
NYC EMPLOYMENT & AVERAGE WAGE, 2002 -2006
economy is enormously important. In
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report significantly lower attendance
numbers, the statistics remain impressive. The Museum of Modern Art (MoMA), for example,
annually welcomes over 2.5 million visitors. In an internal study conducted by the museum, 20% of
out-of-town visitors cited MoMA are the primary reason for their visit. The Metropolitan Museum of
Art and the Guggenheim Museum attract similarly high numbers of visitors from outside New York
City.
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Greater Detroit’s ability to cultivate, captivate, and nourish creative industry sectors depends on the
ability of the region to generate creative talent, provide an excellent quality of life conducive to
attracting creative people and companies, and support businesses and creative entrepreneurs.
America’s leading creative centers; including benchmark cities of Atlanta, Chicago, Washington
DC, and Philadelphia; thrive because of an overall confluence of these factors, and the best
creative regions see creative support as a linear process: produce the best creative talent locally,
retain homegrown creative talent and attract other creative talent and businesses with an excellent
quality of life, and support talent and creative businesses through entrepreneurial services and
access to capital. While the factors explored below are insufficient by themselves to build creative
industry sectors, the ability of the region to provide a supportive atmosphere for creative industries
is necessary for creative industries to thrive in Greater Detroit.
CAPACITY FOR CREATIVE TALENT GENERATION
Rare is the truly creative city that does not locally develop talent. Broad indicators of creative
activity include educational attainment and leading academic degrees awarded, which measure a
region’s creative talent production, and patents awarded, which measures a region’s ability to turn
its talent into tangible ideas and innovative products and services. Overall, Detroit’s population is
well educated, with more than 28.8% of the population receiving a Bachelor’s Degree or higher in
2006, compared to 28.2% of the U.S. population as a whole. While this broad measure of
education provides some insight into the creative capacity of the region, an indicator more
specifically focused on creative sectors is the number of leading academic degrees awarded.




The University of Michigan is
the primary producer of
college-educated people with
an impact on the Greater
Detroit region. Despite
producing nearly 1,000
graduate business students
and hundreds of students
with degrees in economics,
political science, and English
literature in 2006, none of
the top majors for University
of Michigan graduates was
directly related to the
creative sectors.

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN GRADUATES BY DEGREE
2006 DEGREE AWARDS BY LEVEL (INCLUDES ALL CAMPUSES)
UNDERGRADUATE

Business Administration
Public Administration
Social Work
Education
Mechanical Engineering
Psychology
Business Administration
English Literature
Political Science
Economics
Elementary Education
Secondary Education
Mechanical Engineering
Chemistry
Education

GRADUATE

DOCTORAL

919
433
261
216
188
529
337
313
286
277
131
72
41
37
34
0

250

500

750

1,000

Source:U.S.Departmentof Education

Wayne State University graduated nearly 90 students with graduate degrees in marketing
in 2006, which substantially affects the talent available to the advertising industry in
Greater Detroit. Similarly, more than 350 graduates received bachelor’s degrees in
business administration, a program with some marketing coursework that could aid the
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advertising industry’s ability to
recruit local talent.

WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY GRADUATES BY DEGREE
2006 DEGREE AWARDS BY LEVEL
UNDERGRADUATE





Unlike other regional
universities, the College for
Creative Studies has a focus
on producing creative talent.
With 70 graduates in industrial
design, 43 graduates in
graphic communications, 60
students in animation
technology and illustration,
and another 22 in fine arts,
the College for Creative
Studies produces many
graduates with directly
applicable education for jobs
in the creative industries.
Because of the College’s
small size, however, the
College for Creative Studies
cannot remain the primary
producer of creative talent in
the region if Greater Detroit
wants to build a larger
workforce pipeline in the
region.
The University of Detroit
Mercy produces few
graduates in solely creative
areas, although its roughly
170 graduates in business
administration and computer
sciences may have some
impact on the talent available
for the digital media and
advertising industries.
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Social Work
Elementary Education
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COLLEGE FOR CREATIVE STUDIES GRADUATES BY DEGREE
2006 DEGREE AWARDS BY LEVEL
UNDERGRADUATE
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UNIVERSITY OF DETROIT MERCY GRADUATES BY DEGREE
2006 DEGREE AWARDS BY LEVEL
UNDERGRADUATE
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As opposed to other area
schools, Lawrence
Technological University
combines specialization with
scale. Of the approximately
850 students that graduated
from Lawrence Technological
University in 2007, the vast
majority studied one of four
academic disciplines—
architecture, engineering,
business administration, and
computer and information
sciences.

LAWRENCE TECNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY GRADUATES BY DEGREE
2006 DEGREE AWARDS BY LEVEL (INCLUDES ALL CAMPUSES)
UNDERGRADUATE

GRADUATE
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The Cranbrook Academy of
Art resembles the College for
Creative Studies in its focus
on creative degree programs.
Cranbrook is also notable in
that the school only offers
graduate degrees. Despite
the strength of these
programs, Cranbrook
produces relatively few
graduates each year. In
2007, less than 70 students
graduated from Cranbrook.

CRANBROOK ACADEMY OF ART
2006 DEGREE AWARDS BY LEVEL
GRADUATE
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7
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7
0
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CEOs for Cities measures
how innovative a region is by
the number of patents awarded to a
INNOVATION INDEX
region per 100,000 population of the
NUMBER OF PATENTS ISSUED PER 1,000 RESIDENTS, 2006
region. This innovation index shows
that Detroit compares very favorably
in comparison to benchmark cities
Atlanta, Chicago, Washington DC, and
Philadelphia. Detroit’s auto industry is
likely the driving force behind
DETROIT
ATLANTA
CHICAGO
DC*
PHILADELPHIA
innovation, with the region producing
more than twice as many patents per
capita than Atlanta, Chicago, or Washington, and more than one-and-a-half times as many
patents as Philadelphia, a leader in the biotechnology industry.
Source:U.S.Departmentof Education
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CAPACITY FOR RETAINING AND ATTRACTING CREATIVITY
America’s leading creative centers thrive by retaining and attracting creative people and industries
to compliment existing creative assets. The cities that are the most successful at recruiting
creativity do so by providing environments rich in lifestyle opportunities at an affordable cost.
Elements such as diversity, cultural vitality, and sustainability, as measured by cultural events,
wireless Internet access, entertainment establishments, and public park space; are increasingly
fundamental to any strategy aimed at luring creative talent and companies to a region. In addition,
traditional measures of quality of life such as cost of living and housing affordability play a large
role in location decisions for creative companies and businesses alike. By providing a culturally
stimulating, affordable region, the Greater Detroit region can retain and attract creative talent and
businesses to build its creative industries clusters.


CULTURAL AND ENTERTAINMENT INDEX
Cultural and Entertainment
NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS PER 100,000 RESIDENTS, 2002
Opportunities: While many cities
provide excellent opportunities for
cultural exploration in museums and
theaters, and bars, clubs, and outdoor
activities such as golf courses for
entertainment, opportunities vary by
DETROIT
ATLANTA
CHICAGO
DC
PHILADELPHIA
region. Detroit has 20% fewer cultural
and entertainment establishments per
100,000 people than benchmarks Atlanta and Washington DC, while being more
comparable with Chicago and Philadelphia. Smaller numbers of cultural and entertainment
establishments indicate less opportunities for creative exploration, which can hurt creative
talent retention and attraction efforts by providing a lower quality of life.
1,000
750
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659.6

724.7

674.8

500
250
0

Source: U.S.Census



Taking Advantage of Local Culture:
CULTURE VERSUS CABLE
Cities where residents take advantage
RATIO OF NUMBER OF PEOPLE ATTENDING CULTURAL EVENTS TO NUMBER OF
PEOPLE REGULARLY WATCHING CABLE TELEVISION
of cultural opportunities tend to attract
like-minded people, including creative
talent. CEOs for Cities measures how
well regional populations take
advantage of the opportunities
available to them by measuring the
DETROIT
ATLANTA
CHICAGO
DC*
PHILADELPHIA
ratio of cultural event attendance to
cable television viewers. Detroit’s
27.1% ratio is somewhat lower than Atlanta, Chicago, and Washington, DC, and
somewhat higher than Philadelphia, at 25.5%. Without a supportive population willing to
frequent creative cultural events, a region can seem to offer a lower quality of life that is
less attractive for creative talent and companies.
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*Includes Baltimore

Source: C.E.O. For Cities, City Vitals
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WIRELESS INTERNET ACCESS
Wireless Internet Access:
NUMBER OF WI -FI ACCESS HOTSPOTS PER 100,000 POPULATION
Increasingly important for creative
talent is the ability to do creative work
anywhere. With the breakdown of
traditional desk and cubicle systems at
creative companies, and the ability to
create interactive and digital media
DETROIT
ATLANTA
CHICAGO
DC*
PHILADELPHIA
from laptops anywhere in the world
with an internet connection, cities that
provide seamless wireless access to the Internet offer creative talent the opportunity to
vary their settings and experience work outside of the office. Detroit ranks rather low in the
measure, with only one-third of the number of wireless access points per capita as Atlanta,
the national leader in wireless access.
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Source: C.E.O. For Cities, City Vitals

Public Park Space: Recreational
PUBLIC PARK SPACE
PUBLIC PARK SPACE AS A PERCENTAGE OF ALL LAND
opportunities are important in
providing excellent quality of life for
creative talent. With the prevalence of
a “work hard, play hard” mentality
among the creative class, public park
space has soared in importance, and
DETROIT
ATLANTA
CHICAGO
DC
PHILADELPHIA
public parks that offer a variety of
activities, from hike and bike trails to
large outdoor concert spaces supplement urban vitality. Detroit provides less than 7% of its
urban area in park space, compared to more than 8% in Chicago, 12.3% in Philadelphia,
and 19.3% in Washington, DC.
19.3%
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6.6%

5.0%

3.7%

0.0%

Source: Trust for Public Land, 2005



Cost of Living: While cost of living is
COST OF LIVING
often discounted as a decision factor
COST OF LIVING INDEX, 2007
for creative businesses and talent,
regions that provide a lower cost of
living in combination with attractive
quality of life have been among the
fastest growing creative centers in the
country. Detroit competes very
DETROIT
ATLANTA
CHICAGO
DC
PHILADELPHIA
favorably in this regard, with a lower
than average cost of living. Detroit is roughly 12% cheaper to live in than Chicago, 25%
cheaper than Philadelphia, and 40% cheaper than Washington DC. This low cost of living
provides artists and performers, who in some cases have relatively low wages, the
opportunity to live in comfort without struggling to make ends meet.
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Housing Affordability: Because housing costs make up a large proportion of cost of
living, housing affordability is important in allowing creative talent the opportunity to
contribute their services and ideas while being able to participate in building equity in a
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house of their own. In Detroit, 86% of
the homes on the market are affordable
for a family with median household
income, compared to 66% in Atlanta
and 38% in Washington DC. This is an
excellent quality of life indicator for the
region, and should be used as a
recruitment and retention tool for
creative talent and businesses.

HOUSING AFFORDABILITY
SHARE OF HOMES AFFORDABLE FOR MEDIAN INCOME, 2007
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Source: NAHB / Wells Fargo Housing Opportunity Index

CAPACITY FOR ENTREPRENEURIAL AND SMALL BUSINESS SUPPORT
The successful production and attraction of creative industries can only be sustained with
systematic financial support. Specifically, new ideas almost always require some level of
capital investments, whether from private venture backings or from small business loans. With
so many small businesses, sole-proprietors, and entrepreneurs among the creative class,
Detroit’s ability to provide business services and access to capital to these creative people and
businesses will help to ensure that creative companies founded in the region remain in the
region instead of chasing capital to other regions of the country.


SELF-EMPLOYMENT
Self-Employment Presence:
PERCENT OF ADULT POPULATION WHO ARE SELF -EMPLOYED
Creative professionals are often
self-employed, as they are often
drawn to small, start-up firms that
offer the opportunity to capture
more of the value of their unique
talents. Detroit has roughly the
DETROIT
ATLANTA
CHICAGO
DC*
PHILADELPHIA
same percentage of the population
that is self-employed as
benchmark cities, though Chicago, Washington DC, and Philadelphia all have slightly
larger proportions of their populations that are self-employed. Atlanta lags this group
with only 4.9% of its population self-employed compared to roughly 8% for all other
regions.
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Source: C.E.O. For Cities, City Vitals

ENTREPRENEURSHIP PRESENCE
Entrepreneurship Presence: A
NONFARM PROPRIETOR EMPLOYMENT PER 10,000 RESIDENTS, 2005
related but different measurement
of the ability of people to start their
own businesses is provided by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics. Nonfarm proprietorship employment
measures entrepreneurs who work
DETROIT
ATLANTA
CHICAGO
DC
PHILADELPHIA
alone, as opposed to selfemployment, which includes any
businesses owned by a person even if the person has numerous employees. In this
1,250
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Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis
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case, Detroit fares much worse, with significantly fewer entrepreneurs per capita than
Atlanta, Chicago, or Washington DC. Finding better ways to support entrepreneurship
in the Greater Detroit region will help entrepreneurs to build creative companies and
convince creative startups to stay in the region.


Venture Capital Availability:
VENTURE CAPITAL AVAILABILITY
Small businesses and
AMOUNT OF VENTURE CAPITAL RAISED PER 1,000 RESIDENTS, 2006
$981
entrepreneurs need ready
$1,000
access to capital to build their
$750
$591
$562
firms into larger creative
$500
enterprises. While venture
$233
$250
$135
capital is just one specialized
$0
measure of capital availability,
DETROIT
ATLANTA
CHICAGO
DC*
PHILADELPHIA
this measurement indicates
the ease of reaching capital
and how well organized capital sources are in a market. Detroit companies have
substantially less access to venture capital funding than similar entrepreneurs and
businesses in Atlanta, Chicago, Washington DC, and Philadelphia.
*Includes Baltimore

Source: C.E.O. For Cities, City Vitals

Fortunately, state and local leaders have recently announced aggressive programs to
greatly increase the availability of venture capital within Michigan and Detroit. In 2006,
Michigan established the Venture Michigan Fund I, which is now responsible for
distributing $95 million over the next several years. These funds are in addition to the
$120 million dollars available through the Michigan Economic Development
Corporation’s Michigan 21st Century Investment Fund. Finally, Detroit Renaissance is
currently raising money for its own venture capital fund. Ultimately, Detroit
Renaissance intends to raise at least $100 million. Together, these programs greatly
increase the availability of “funds for funds” for venture fund managers that invest in
the local economy and area entrepreneurs.
CREATIVE SUPPORT ANALYSIS SUMMARY
The top creative regions in America provide their creative talent opportunities for personal and
professional enrichment. Truly creative cities must produce and retain homegrown talent from area
academic institutions, in addition to attracting skilled outsiders to further strengthen the local
workforce. As creative workers are often entrepreneurial, creative communities must also provide
supportive business environments rich with access to capital. Detroit performs relatively well in
generating creative talent, with some creative-focused educational programs offered at all regional
universities. While advertising and marketing are popular educational programs in the region, other
creative industries are not as heavily represented among the top degrees awarded in the
metropolitan area. As a result, Detroit must compete in the extremely competitive arena for creative
talent in specific sectors. By aggressively promoting its quality of life advantages in areas such as a
low cost of living and affordable housing stock, Greater Detroit can leverage its primary assets to
attract and retain creative talent and businesses.
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Given the preceding analysis, AngelouEconomics prioritized and ranked the six creative economy
sectors based on four primary criteria:


Overall Economic Capacity – AE prioritized highly those industries with both a
substantial existing employment base in the Detroit region, as well as nationally robust
employment figures and growth trends. These industries have the ability to add
significant numbers to the region’s base employment figures.



Wealth Generation Capacity – One of the primary goals of the Road to Renaissance
initiative is to increase the wealth of the region’s citizens. Based on this goal, AE gave
precedence to industries with above-average wages.



Multiplier Effect – The impact of an industry on a region is dependent not only on
industry-specific jobs, but on the spin-off effects of that industry’s employment. Thus,
AE weighed the overall multiplier effect of each of the six sectors in the overall
prioritization criteria.



Local Assets – In order to effectively compete with peer communities in any given
sector, the Detroit region must have a significant asset base that allows companies to
grow and prosper. The absence of such an asset base will limit the effectiveness of the
region’s recruitment program.

Given this analysis, AngelouEconomics has selected Advertising, Media, and Design as
the region’s primary attraction targets. This does not mean that there are not opportunities
in the other three sectors; however, given limited resources, the region should focus
efforts on those sectors where the greatest case for a return on investment can be
made, while continuing to follow up on opportunities in other sectors as well.
2006 Detroit
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Growth 2007 -11
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PRIMARY ATTRACTION TARGETS


Advertising, PR, & Marketing – Advertising has a significant employment base in
Detroit and is a nationally thriving industry. Outside of Chicago and New York, Detroit
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features the highest advertising employment numbers among the cities examined for
further analysis. Its high-wage paying jobs and relatively high multiplier effect make it an
attractive target. While most cities can attribute the existence of local advertising
industries to a variety of factors, Detroit’s success is almost entirely the result of area
automobile manufacturers. Although the region has a historical strength and critical
mass in automobile-related advertising talent, the industry has also been adversely
impacted by the economic health of the U.S. automotive industry. Thus, in order to take
the region up to the next level, it is critical that future attraction efforts focus on
diversification of the region’s advertising base.


Digital & Traditional Media - The media industry employs nearly 12,000 workers in the
Detroit metropolitan area, making it the largest creative industry in the area. Several
large employers in the industry contribute to its vitality in the region. Although the
industry as a whole is contracting nationally, the digital media sector continues to
expand and it offers extremely high-wage paying jobs. For every media job created,
2.32 spin-off jobs result. In order to fully take advantage of these trends, Detroit must
recapture employment in the software industry and focus on enhancing the
number of students graduating with digital media related degrees and
certifications.



Architecture & Design – With over 5,500 workers in the Detroit metropolitan area,
design is among the leading creative employers in the city. Due to the presence of
domestic automobile manufactures, the Detroit region features a particularly strong
automobile design sector. Detroit also features several significant academic institutions
with strong design programs. Future growth in the industry will require the Detroit
design community to diversify beyond established strengths.

NEXT STEPS
The Creative Cluster Regional Assessment represents the first step in efforts to develop a
sophisticated retention and recruitment strategy for creative companies in the Detroit metropolitan
area. This strategy must involve particular emphasis on further establishing a “Creative Corridor” in
Detroit’s urban core. The next document in this ongoing process will explicitly identify appropriate
actions community organizations and civic leaders must take in order to foster growth in the
creative sectors within Detroit. Additionally, the document will highlight successful efforts of other
communities in establishing thriving creative economies.
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